
# Sector CLM First Name Last NamePhone NbScore Description Amount (USD)

1 Achrafiyeh 21CLM62608 Georgette Sabagh 3513362 15Family composed of three members. The mother  aged 60yo. She's  divorced and she's living with her son 28yo  and daughter 36 yo . She suffers from rhumatism and she needs medical follow up. She's working as a cleaner in a company and she earns  1200 000LBP/ month. In addition the son has a miniphone cel shop. He tried to provide his needs but the income is not regular.After the blast the daughter  couldn't stay at home due to the situation. Family with instable situation asked for assistance.50

2 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC017077 Ikhlas Fa70476421 18Single woman elderly aged 71yo.She's living alone without any support. No one helped her. She's living in an old rented house and the landlord asking her always about the rent payment.She suffers from chronic illness .She asking for help assistance.75

3 Achrafiyeh 20CLM15525 Lourde Gergi El Chakar 3725326 17Family compossed of 4 members, the elderlies parents with the divorced daughter with her child. Only the daughter who is working and her income is not stable arround 1 000 000 LBP/ month. The couple suffers from chornic illness and they are not able to provide the  medicines. They are living in an old rented house and there is a lot of problem.They asked for financial support.75

4 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC023165 Charlotte Youssef Tahan3709569 18Single woman elderly aged 63 yo.She's living alone without any support. She suffers from chronic illness and no one help her. She 's living in an old rented house. She has a debt since no income.Sometimes her married brother support her by a sum of money. Woman needs financial assistance.75

5 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC022614 Tania Sa71749463 15Family is composed of 4 member. The woman is the head of family aged 55 yo.  She's working at school and earns arround 1500 000LBP. Che suffers from cancer she's always under treatment and medical follow up. One son is working irregurlalry without stable salary. One other son and one daughter are a student. The family is not able to provide the basic needs.50

6 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC017125 Madonna M ### 14Family composed of 7 members. The head of family  aged 35 yo she is a single mother. She has three daughters with ID problems. She's living with her elderly parents no one is working.  She works in a factory and earns 500 000LBP / month.The brother is working as a soldier and earns 1300 000LBP / month.Due to the blast the family moved to other area and as they said they are living in a relative house that's why they pay 500 000LBP / month. The parent suffer from chronic illness and they need medicines . The family is not able to provide the basic needs  and the food that's why they asked  assitance.50

7 Achrafiyeh 20CLM34360 Charbel Moussa Atmeh 70953064 16Family composed of three members. The father aged 82yo, the mother aged 69 yo. They suffer from chronic illnees. The son charbel aged 42 yo and he has a disability. No income and there is no ressources. They are living in an old rented house. No capacity to provide the basic needs and the medicines. They asking for financial support.50

8 Achrafiyeh 21CLM02603 Naji Edward Abdel Sater 81954031 15The man aged 56 yo suffers from chronic illness and he needs to pay for medicine more than 5000 000LBP/ month. He is living in his own house but he's not able to provide the basic needs and the food. He needs financial support.50

9 Achrafiyeh 20CLM31913 Jack H76350277 16Family composed of three members they are all more than 60 yo. They are living in a concierge room and they earn 600 000LBP / month. Two elderlies suffer from chronic illness.  No one support them they are not able to provide the medicines and the basic needs. 50

10 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC019977 Joseph Jean Khamiss76669156 22Female head of hoyse hold,they live in a small house,all of them are sick with no income100

11 Achrafiyeh 20CLM29959 Rita C70652301 16Family composed of two members .The woman is the head of the family. She's not working and she suffers from asthma that's why she couldn't work. The daughter suffer from schizophrnia and she needs medication. The family provide their basic needs through the retirement of the father  12 000 000LBP. To note that the family needs assitance and financial support. 50

12 Achrafiyeh 19CLMC017539 Wadiaa Daoud Al Zib 01200969 19Elderly alone . She's not working  and she suffer from chornic illness and no one are helping them. They need assistance and support. 75

13 Akkar 22CLM08164 Youssef H 761 15The family is composed of the father Hanna who is 52 years old and has cardiac problems, the mother Carmen who is 41 years old in good health. The children Maribelle, 19 years old, Elias 17 years old, Joe 16 years old, Mario 12 years old and Francois 7 years old are all in good health. 50

14 Akkar 22CLM10730 Nidale Za ### 14Ghassan is the head of family who has an income of 1,400,000 LBP. He is barely able to afford the expenses of the house. They have 3 children and they have debts up to 9,200,000 LBP. 50

15 Akkar 19CLM28209 Amer B81405783 21the family is composed of father Aamer aged 61 years suffering from chronic diseases such as cholesterol, hypertension, mother Nagibeh aged 44 years, children Joelle 24 years, Youssef 23 years, Lina 21 years. Elias 21 years old and Aamer 18 years old as well as the two brothers of Amer; Nagibeh aged 59 and Elias aged 54100

16 Akkar 19CLMC014885 Youssef A71851763 16The family is composed of the father Youssef who is 61 yeas old handicapped of war (leg amputated following an explosion during the civil war), the mother Randa who is 50 years old in the home suffers from migraine, under continuous treatment the children Marie Belle 19 years, Anna 16 years and lea 14 years are all three in good health.50

17 Akkar 19CLMC019571 Selim Gerges Youssef817061 17Couple of the elderly, very vulnerable, without children, Selim is 78 years old and his wife Hilaneh is 80 years old hemiplegic75

18 Akkar 19CLMC015216 Tony Gerges Jreige71851390 17The family is composed of father Tony 53-year-old, suffering from cardiac problems and diabetes, the mother Marie 47-year-old, and suffers from a bladder anemia. , the children Georges 20 years, Peter 17 years, Bettina 15 years and Emmanuel 8 years, all in good health.75

19 Akkar 19CLMC016881 Antoinette M71334767 17  Mr. Tony works as a daily worker Almost unemployed with an unstable income, averaging LBP 1000,000 LBP per month, which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs, Mrs. Marie does not work and focuses on the care of the household and his children75

20 Akkar 19CLMC015763 jamal  03207704 17The family is composed of mother Jamal who 65 years and suffering from chronic diseases and his son Elie 31 years old mentally retarded and she also has three married daughters75

21 Akkar 19CLMC015842 Kamar Tamer Abdallah70160698 17The family is composed of The Father Georges who is 34 year old in prison,the  mother Kamar who is 24 year and their child Tony 5 years old.75

22 Akkar 20CLM01275 Youssef Ib03537919 19Mrs. Kamar is the only breadwinner; she works as a housekeeper in a few houses with an unstable income of an average of LBP 9,000,000 per month, which is not enough to cover the basic needs and schooling of her grandchild75

23 Akkar 20CLM09101 Wafaa G03698250 17Mr. Georges has been in prison for 2 years for cases related to drug abuse and trafficking 75

24 Akkar 20CLM00657 Dalila Ibrahim Tohmeh79195213 17Tony attends public school, suffers from anemia and needs medical follow-up 75

25 Akkar 20CLM02017 Sonia Antonios Abou Raad76549729 17The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (450,000 Lebanese pounds per month) for the past 3 months and is now requesting a payment, or else he will evict them.75

26 Baabda I 19clm24996 Abir Jamil Fadel03225108 16This family is composed of 4 members. The father, 52 year old, is sick: he was hospitalized several times because of diabetes, he needs an expensive continuous treatment. He was a taxi driver with a company but now he is unemployed because of his illness. The mother,42 years old  ‘’Abir” works as a house cleaning lady. The kids are 18 and 13years old; they both go to a public school. They all live in a rented house .The family receives some help from the benefactors; The family currently lives in a rented house and their monthly expenses are around 2,000,000 LBP to pay for rent, medicine and daily needs. The family receives some help from the benefactors; The family has no medical or social security. The family is in debt, they have no other resources and need our help and support..50

27 Baabda I 20clm13950 Aida Karim  Al Bitar70744751 17The “Bitar” family is made up of 3 members. Single siblings, two brothers and one sister aged 60, 59 and 52. They live in a rented house that they haven't been able to pay for in months. The lady ''Aida'',59 years old worked as a daily worker. The first brother is mentally and physically ill while the second is divorced and lives with his siblings; he worked as a day laborer but currently cannot find a job. No fixed income for the family which has a lot of expenses: rent, medicine for the brother and the needs of daily life. The family needs our help and support75

28 Baabda I 20clm27787 Ghada Nabil Khater70696473 17The 49-year-old mother "Ghada" returns to her all the responsibility of the family, she lost her husband in 2021 due to covid-19 she works as secretary in a company and receives 1,400,000 Lebanese pounds each month,  The 22-year-old eldest girl continues her university studies and is in the fourth year at a public university. The 17-year-old son is educated in a private school his school fees are 600,000 Lebanese pounds per month. The family has no other resources, receives limited income they receive minimal help from parents but only enough to buy food. Ghada does not manage with her minimal salary to meet the needs of her family, and to pay the rent she has no other resource, her monthly expenses are 3000000 LBP she is in debt. It's a family that needs support75

29 Baabda I 19clm021205 Gilberte Jean Jalakh71209387 20Gilberte is a 68-year-old single lady who lives alone in a rented apartment. She was hospitalized following a car accident and since then has been undergoing long-term medical treatment. She wasn't working and she was having lunch at Caritas. She has no resources and must pay for her medication, rent and daily living expenses. her monthly expenses are around 2000000LBP she is in debt, the married sister helps her but not regularly. She has no medical or social security. She needs our help100

30 Baabda I 19clmc021035 Wafaa Nasri Karam03486819 20Wafaa'' is a 66-year-old single woman who lives alone in a rented house. She is suffering from breast cancer and has had surgery and needs long-term follow-up and treatment. She does not have medical insurance and was hospitalized on behalf of the Ministry of Health, but she needs regular tests and scans and has to buy medicine, which leaves her in charge. Her monthly expenses are beyond her capacity she is in debt. She gets a little help from her married sister but just enough to cover the rent and buy what she needs to live. She has no medical or social security. She needs our help.100



31 Baabda I 19clmc017052 Rania Ibrahim Sarkis71848106 17 This family is made up of 3 members. The father has been in prison for years and has no contact with the family. The mother, ’Rania’’ 41, takes care of her 2 children Marie Belle and Ray (11 and 7 years old) who go to public school. The mother suffers from high blood pressure and cholesterol, works as a laborer once in a while but it is not a regular thing and her income is very minimal barely able to support her family. The family currently lives in a rented house and their monthly expenses are around 2,000,000 LBP to pay for rent, medicine and daily needs. The family is in debt, they have no other resources and need our help and support. 75

32 Baabda I 19clmc014021 Noha Mansour El Maalouf81026257 17Noha,is a 65-year-old single lady, who lives alone in a house previously owned by her parents. She worked as an agent for cleaning supplies and currently she is sick and unemployed. Two years ago, she bad undergone a surgery to remove a breast tumor, and since then she has an expensive and continuous treatment to take; in addition, she has been hospitalized several times on behalf of the Ministry of Health. She cannot cover the cost of her medications, she receives help from time to time (benefactors) but it is not sufficient she needs help and support.75

33 Baabda I 22clm07089 Jihad Youssef Abou El Nasr03934612 16This family is composed of 4 members, lives in a rented house. The father 49 year old, is an employee with low income. The 52 year old mother suffers from a nerve disease and needs a lifelong treatment; they are unable to cover the cost of the medications. Their children, aged 16 and 13 years old, go to a private school which the parents are unable to afford its tuition fees. Their monthly expenses are around 3000000 LBP .The family is going into debt  to survive. The family needs support.50

34 Baabda I 21clm12113 Georgette Kamil Youssef03834580 22The family is made up of four siblings. Three elderlies and single girls live in a rented house in “Ain Remmeneh” The first woman, 73 years old, suffers from chronic illnesses. The second, 69, is out of work and suffers from many chronic illnesses such as high blood pressure and cholesterol. The third is 61 years old and used to work as a saleswoman in a ready-to-wear magazine, but has been out of work since September 2020 due to the economic crisis. The third is 61 years old and used to work as a saleswoman in a ready-to-wear magazine, but has been out of work since September 2020 due to the economic crisis. Their brother, aged 20, lives with the family, is adopted after he lost his parents when he was a kid (his father was a cousin of the family).He suffers from a mental problem and he is under treatment, currently is out of work, he was working as a delivery person to a grocer. The family does not benefit from any social or medical security. The family has no resources, they receive some help from benefact100

35 Baabda I 19clm25686 Joceline Antoine El Borneh81946435 17This family consists of 2 members. The divorced mother ‘’Joceline’’, 44, who takes care of an elderly person during the day; she receives a minimum income. Her 14-year-old daughter goes to public school but needs a lot of care and monitoring because she is late for school. The father has no contact with the family. It is up to the mother to pay her daughter's rent and school fees, daily needs, she suffers from hypertension and needs treatment, The family has no resources, her monthly expenses are towards the 2,500,000 LBP she is in debt. The family has no medical or social security ,she needs our help and support.75

36 Baabda I 20clm24172 Henri Antoine Milan03874577 16Family composed of three people; the 80 year old father had a surgery for a tumor two years ago and is undergoing a cancer treatment and he needs to have tests and exams every six months. The 69 year old mother is diabetic and in need of treatment; their 42 year old unmarried son is a caretaker, his salary is minimal enough to pay for his parents' treatment. The family cannot meet their basic needs with the income of the son. Their monthly expenses are around 3000000 LBP. The family is going into debt to survive. they need help and support. 50

37 Baabda II 19CLM28930 Louis Jo ### 16Louis is a sick head of household. He is unemployed and has different expenses: rent = 2,000,000 LBP and medicines = 800,000 LBP. He recently hads an open heart surgery and has debts up to 75,000,000 LBP. His wife is the only one employed but her salary is minimal facing their expenses especially that they have 2 daughters aged 16 and 18 years old and are still students. 50

38 Baabda II 19CLMC023956 Damer Boutros Yazbeck### 17Damer, a father, is a simple employee in a sewing factory. He suffers from high blood pressure. His daughter Charline suffers from scoliosis which affects her walking and breathing. She uses a corset and an oxygen machine. Despite her difficulty in moving around, she continued her technical studies in Dekwane as an interior designer. Medical expenses are enormous.75

39 Baabda II 19CLMC016074 Mountaha Ibrahim Ellia### 25Mountaha, a 68-year-old girl, takes care of her bedridden mother alone. Mountaha and her mother are both chronically ill. They are without income. The owner claims the rent regularly by preparing them for an increase otherwise they risk both being evacuated.100

40 Baabda II 20CLM05327 Mireille Farhat Abou Zeid### 22Mireille, separated from her husband after so many years of violence, takes care of her 3 children alone. She works in a kindergarten school.   with a modest salary. His son Joe is in a patent class at the same school. Her daughter stopped her studies as a nurse's aide in Dekwane because of her successive epileptic seizures. The second girl is in 1st year right at UL. Mireille is also taking treatment for epilepsy and needs heart tests. She does not feel well. In addition, at work there is abuse.100

41 Baabda II 20CLM13973 Randa Saade Achkouty### 18Randa suffered a lot during her married life. Her alcoholic husband used violence on her. Randa separated from him and she put her 2 daughters in boarding school. Her husband died in June 2019 leaving behind debts. Randa takes care of her 2 daughters with difficulty. She works in the laundry of the convent of the Antonins fathers with a minimum wage. She can't pay the rent, her children's schooling or her chronic treatment (mentally ill)75

42 Baabda II 19CLMC019527 Madeleine Nassib Tannous### 26Madeleine, an old single woman, without income and without parents, lives alone in a rented room. She depends on benefactors to survive and provide her chronic treatment. The owner wants to kick her out and she doesn't know where to go, nor can she afford it.100

43 Baabda II 20CLM04844 Ida Rose Nicolas Wakim### 23Ida Rose, 66, single, previously worked as a private nurse for patients at home. Currently, she is out of work and she can no longer pay the rent or the food. she also takes care of her physically handicapped sister100

44 Baabda II 20CLM05355 Amale Khalil El Skaf### 20Amale, an ex taillor, was fired from her job given the country's economic situation. she lives alone after the death of her parents and the marriage of her sisters. She is chronically ill and takes continuous treatment. She needs help. 100

45 Baabda II 19CLMC013377 Nadia Karam Al Homsi### 21Nadia, divorced from her husband, takes care of her daughter Rania alone. This one, presents a light mental retardation, could not continue her studies nor she can carry out a work. Nadia babysits an elderly woman. His modest salary is not enough to eat. Her main concern is to pay the rent, otherwise she risks being kicked out.100

46 Baabda II 20CLM20505 Karim Halim Azar### 19Karim, a father, is a professional plumber. His Handicapp makes his work difficult, in addition he has been unemployed for several months given the situation in the country. He is diabetic and he has a spinal problem following the violence he suffered during the kidnapping in 1982.  Fadia, the mother,gives private lessons to have some money.he suffers from sclerosis hypertension and nerves. Their son is studying Bussiness at UL and the daughter is in biochemistry in 1st year.  The rent weighs heavily on them. 75

47 Baabda II 21CLM26107 Elias Hanna Helou76117114 18Newly married Elias recently had a baby. Being out of work, Elias has difficulty taking over from his family.75

48 Baabda II 22CLM11976 Mira Ka70764243 24Mira single, takes care of her chronically ill mother Georgette. She works as a secretary for a lawyer with a very mediocre salary. In addition, since 2015, she takes care of her 3 nephews after the death of their father. The children, Charbel, Rita and Marie Joe, 12, 11 and 9 years old are all educated with the Antonine Sisters in Kfarchima. Mira no longer has the means to even feed them.100

49 Baalbak 21CLM06997 Zouha Samir Almurr76384545 16A woman separated from her husband lives with her only son with her elderly mother without any stable income. She has cancer and is undergoing expensive treatment.50

50 Baalbak 20CLM35491 Mahrous Mtanos Chaeban71302741 18Two elderly people suffering from chronic diseases and permanent and expensive treatment. Helping their married children is not enough to cover the family expenses of medicine and food.75

51 Baalbak 20CLM01298 Samira Mtanos Nasr76059262 17A single woman who supports her sister, and her mother works as a saleswoman in a store, with a monthly income that is not enough to buy food and medicine.75

52 Baalbak 21CLM02684 Rouba Elian Nasrallah71490246 14A widow who supports her family after the death of her husband and without a stable income, her children are still students and she needs help to pay university fees and the rest of the family needs50

53 Baalbak 21CLM43492 Mkhael Ibrahim Awad71495921 15The head of a family suffers from diabetes and is currently in the hospital. He has a permanent and expensive treatment, and he is the only breadwinner for his family, which is now without any income.50

54 Baalbak 19CLMC013977 Jean Fawzi Alhage Moussa03801133 16The family is still suffering from difficult financial conditions. The father is without work and needs permanent treatment. He has two disabled sons and needs medical care and expensive medicines. The mother is currently suffering from broken limbs and needs physical sessions. The daughter is also hospitalized due to epileptic fits and undergoes costly treatment. Financial assistance alleviates the severity the crisis 50

55 Baalbak 20CLM10876 Miled Nasri Naous70366551 16The father was the sole breadwinner for his family and was a daily laborer. He had 3 children who needed care. He is currently undergoing treatment in the hospital and is at risk of losing his lower limbs due to an acute infection. There is no stable income for the family50

56 Baalbak 19CLMC016471 Georgette Slaiman  Mattar81300618 17 The family still needs help in these difficult circumstances and high prices. The father is helpless, the mother is sick, and 5 children are physically and mentally handicapped and need diapers and medical care. A very small income for the son, who is a daily worker, is not enough to pay the family expenses.75

57 Baalbak 19CLMC014591 Elias Gerges Almurr76104643 14The father suffers from an eye disease and needs monthly treatment, about 1 million. Because of his illness, he was dismissed from work without any compensation. The mother works in preparing and selling supplies and her income is simple. He has a son and a daughter who are married and a daughter who is still a university student. No stable income for the family50

58 Baalbak 20CLM24198 Marwan Mtanos Allakis70617782 14Marwan is the only breadwinner for his family, and due to illness, he can no longer workThe family needs help to be able to pay the treatment costs for the father, which exceed 7 million per monththe family is composed of 5 members,the father Marwan 55Yo,has a cancer,He is undergoing chemotherapy, which costs more than 7 million LBP per month. the mother Antoinette 30Yo does not work50

59 Baalbak 20CLM28603 Jean Gerges ALhage Moussa### 15A family of 5 people, the father is an autocar driver whose income does not exceed 1 million, he has chronic diseases, his wife is a cancer patient and undergoes treatment about 6 million every week. The family’s income is not enough to pay hospital bills and meet the rest of the house needs No stable income50

60 Batroun 20CLM13802 Lara H71701607 14 The family is composed of the mother Lara, 39 years old, the children; Elias, 12, Elodie, 16 and Charbel 19 years old. The whole family suffers from severe allergy, and are all under chronic treatment. The mother is the main breadwinner and she does a daily job for about 1,000,000 LBP per month. The father who had diabetes and cardiopathy, passed away few months ago because of Corona virus, after being 20 days in intensive care under intubation. Charbel attends public technical college. Elodie attends public and the youngest Elias is in a private school and benefits from a scholarship. To support the family expenses, Charbel works during week ends with a daily income of 50,000 LBP. The family lives in rented house, but since the death of the father, they were unable to pay, so a Priest, who now left the country, decided to pay them the rent for a whole year. But the family stills have a lot to pay, and is now indebt for around 5,500,000 LBP, because of Electricity, generator and food bills.50

61 Batroun 21CLM29356 Amale Eli03370453 15 This family is composed of 4 members. The mother, who is 43 years old, suffers from vein thrombosis because of her last delivery birth (she is under a continuous treatment). She is in charge of her three daughters, Daniella, 18 years old, Perla, 16 and Mikaella, 5 years old, who all still go to school; yet the youngest 2 suffer from asthma and are under medication. The father left years ago, changed his religion to get married again and since then there has been no contact; he disappeared in order not to pay the monthly amount he owes his family. The family has no stable source of income, especially that the mother who works as teacher helper for kindergarten in a school does not receive her salary (750,000 LBP) every month. The owner of their house is a relative who is not asking for a rent, but the family stills have a lot of bills to pay, such as generator about 1,200,000 LBP per month, Schooling around 13,000,000 LBP per year, medicines around 600,000 LBP per month, and food about 700,000 LBP per month. W50



62 Batroun 19CLM27088 Sarah Miled AL RAHBANY70772448 14 The family is composed of the mother Sarah 85 years old and her son, Zahi, 52 years old, unemployed for several years, and that increased his mental health state. And Sarah is being assaulted by her son who is showing more and more aggressive behavior. Sarah suffers from heart disease and hypertension under chronic treatment. She used to do some little sewing work and get modest sums, but due to her son situation who refuses to take his medication, her clients do not dare to come into her house. Her married children, having their own financial challenges, are not able to assure her continuous material support, they only give her occasional assistance each according to his abilities. But without our financial assistance Sarah will not be able to pay her food which costs around 3,000,000 LBP per month.  50

63 Batroun 19CLM28248 Nawal Youssef GHOSH76602450 16 The family is composed of the mother, Nawal, 84-year-old widow, who suffers from heart disease, hypertension, under chronic medication, and feet problems that limit her mobility. Her daughter, Mouna, 63-year-old widow who suffers from cancer under treatment, has no children nor a house. Her son, Elias, 56 years old, with mental illness. They live in a rented house, and now the landlord, knowing they can’t afford a high rent, is asking them to evacuate the house as soon as possible. This family has no income, all they are receiving is occasional sums from the married children who are also having financial challenges. Mouna who had mastectomy, spent more than a year without treatment for lack of money. This family has to pay more than 1,400,000 LBP per month for medicines, generator and electricity around 700,000 LBP per month and around 1,000,000 LBP for food.50

64 Batroun 19CLMC023644 Jeannette H03198814 19 The family is composed of Jeannette 62-year-old single lady, living with their three single brothers who suffer from physical disabilities due to a neurological disease; Hany, 66 years old, who also suffers from hypertension and cholesterol, Miled, 55 years old, and Antoine, 64 years old, who recently moved to live with his sister after becoming completely disabled, on a wheelchair. The married brother who works as a taxi driver, as well as some benefactors, provide the family occasionally with food and medicines as well as some benefactors. They do not have stable income, on the other hand they have urgent needs like, medicines around 3,000,000 LBP per month, and food around 1,000,000 LBP.75

65 Batroun 20CLM21733 Imane Fa03031022 14 The family is composed of Imane, a 54-year-old single lady, unemployed for several years, living with her mother, Marie, 75 years old and her father, Farid, 85 years old, they are both diabetic and cardiac under chronic treatment. Imane, and due to a severe obsession and depression, because of the current situation (Covid-19 and the economic crisis) was admitted in psychiatric hospital for more than three months. Their parents are in grief, especially her mother who cries continuously. The family lives in her own house, but does not have a stable income. The married brother who supports his parents and sister with money which helps the family with the daily chores and expenses, has now his own financial issues and unable to assure all the basic family needs, especially medicines that cost around 2,000,000 LBP per month, and food around 1,600,000 LBP per month.50

66 Batroun 19CLM26623 Gisele Elias TANNOUS70179062 14 The family is composed of the mother, Gisele, 48 years old, in good health. The children, Marcelino, 23 years old and Murielle, 12 years old, both in good health, as well as the grandmother, Laurette, 74 years old, who has heart failure and often hospitalized. The mother is the main breadwinner and works as a saleswoman with a monthly income of 1,500,000 LBP. The father, Jean, left the conjugal home from more than 3 years ago. The grandmother, Laurette, can’t walk without help a has continuous pain in the back due to fractures that can’t be operated because of her critical health condition, which requires additional attention and support from the family members. Marcelino is doing a daily work 2 weeks in a month for 150,000 LBP per day. But family expenditure outweighs income, especially that the mother is in debt for 9,000,000 LBP (Generator and School Tuition), and have to pay a big bill of hospitalization, since the mother has no medical coverage. She has monthly urgent bills to pay, such as, medicines aro50

67 Batroun 20CLM32368 Nabil C70381162 16 These are three single brothers, Halim, 72 years old, retired soldier, who is totally blind and has partial amputation of toes because of diabetes. Nabil, 67 years old, suffers from hypertension, also visually impaired and had a leg amputation because of diabetes. Roberto, 54 years old, who is diabetic as well, he’s unemployed for more than two years. And their brother Georges, 62 years old, he was divorced 17 years ago, he is the only one who’s in good health, he works in the construction field as a daily worker, but during the economic crisis, he can’t find work. So, the only stable income for this family is the salary of Halim (1,500,000 LBP) per month. They are receiving food kits, but they are still in dire need of every kind of assistance, since they have a lot to pay such as medicines around 2,000,000 LBP per month, food around 1,000,000 LBP, electricity and generator around 850,000 LBP per month and adult diapers around 600,000 LBP per month. Worthy to note that Nabil is frequently admitted to hospita50

68 Batroun 22CLM08317 Nelly Charbel AKL71004552 16 The family is composed of the mother, Nelly, 37 years old who is separated for seven years. She started a divorce process but could not continue because of lack of money. Since her husband who does not assume his responsibilities as a father and spent 6 years in prison, she’s in charge of her two children; Mia 12 years old and Jasson 8 years old. Her father, Charbel passed away last month after spending more than a month in the hospital due to metastasis cancer. Now Nelly works as a saleswoman for 2,500,000 LBP per month, and she’s now the head of household. Her mother, Ayda, 62-year-old widow, who’s under medication for hypertension and thyroid, lives with her. The children attend a private school, but the administration requires the father to pay the tuition. They live in a rented house, but now unable to pay, and the landlord is asking them to pay the rent or else he will evict them. This family is receiving a food kit from time to time, but Nelly is unable to afford the high cost of living anymore, especi50

69 Batroun 19CLMC021609 Georgette Antonios AL KHOURY03171944 17 The family is composed of the father, Semaan, 80 years old, bedridden for 21 years. The mother, Georgette, 71 years old, two years ago, she was diagnosed with cancer, she underwent mastectomy and chemotherapy and now stills under treatment. This year they lost their daughter Parielle, who passed away after 7 years of suffering because of cancer. Their single son Georges, 47 years old, who has a disability in the foot, has just left the country to work abroad and try to support his parents. The grandson, Simon, 18 years old who’s parents are separated lives with them. He’s a student in a public technical college. The family was in debt with 10,000,000 LBP, but a benefactor paid them the sum. One of the married children provides his parents occasionally with a sum of money, but this stills insufficient, since they have a lot to pay such as medicines around 2,600,000 LBP per month, electricity and generator around 1,400,000 LBP per month, adult diapers around 1,200,000 LBP per month, and food around 1,200,000 LBith her epile75

70 Batroun 21CLM26312 Chafiqa G71064344 14 Chafiqa is a 75-year-old single woman living alone, she has diabetes, hypertension and osteoporosis. She underwent many surgeries because of osteoporosis, such as hip and knee prothesis and still having continuous pain. Her married sisters try to provide her with food from time to time, according to their abilities. But this isn’t sufficient. She lives in her own house but has ne income to pay her medicines that cost around 900,000 LBP per month and her food around 800,000 LBP per month. Worthy to note that she can’t pay the generator and now she has a UPS to lighten her house when there is no electricity. She’s in dire need for cash assistance. 50

71 Bechare 19CLM28555 Dani EL Hsarati71088596 15This Family is composed of the father Dani who is 34 years old, the mother Cherine who is 30 years old. This Family is composed of Three children’s: Lamita 12 years old, Christelle 9 years old, Joseph 3 years old. Joseph suffer from eltrical disease in his head and he need an expensive treatement . Dani is a daily Worker his monthly income is around (1.000.000L.L) this salary isn’t enough to paid this several expenses ( food 1500.000L.L,Medication 500.000L.L, schooling 300.000L.L,Generator,……) this family lives by the income of Dani and it does not manage to bring its basic needs and their medicines. this family lives in their own poor humid house.50

72 Bechare 20CLM13180 Rita Naser81208479 16This family compromises a widow Rita (43 Years old) who lives with her four children (Therese 6 YO, Michkel 8YO, Charbel 9 YO, Youssef 13 YO ) who are enrolled in school. This woman is responsible for the house and the children after her husband's death, also she does not work. This family relies on the help of her husband's family and other benefactors.  50

73 Bechare 21CLM55745 Toufic El Bouty71687039 15The El-Bouty family consists of a father (Toufic, 36 years old), a mother (Grace, 29 years old), and two daughters (Raya, 3 years old and Ayla 2 months). Toufic was working in the construction field but since the economic crises he finds himself without any work, and now he tried hard to find a job but in vain . Grace works as a secretary in the Maronite Patriarchate, for a salary of (2000,000 L.L). This family is unable to secure their basic needs, and every month have many expenses (food 1500,000 L.L., electricity 55,000 L.L., Generator 900,000 L.L., diapers 400.000L.L ....) 50

74 Bechare 20CLM32216 Afife Chedid03348667 18This family is composed of an elderly widowed woman Afife (79 YO) who suffers from several illnesses and needs several medicines each month (500.000L.L). She lives with her three single daughters Laure (59YO), Maria (61YO) and Yola (56 YO). This Family is living with the salary of Maria 1100000L.L that she’s not enough to provide the basic need and the monthly several expenses (Generator: 1000. 000L.L, Food 1200. 000L.L, Medicines                    500.000L.L.) This family is in a very big need to this help. 75

75 Bechare 20CLM32633 George Nohra70340908 15This family is made up of four children who are enrolled in school Georgi (7YO), Anji (9YO), Rima (12YO), Charbel (14YO). the father George (47 YO) is a daily worker he does not have a fixed income and he cannot exercise any physical effort because he suffers from a lung problem and he needs several medicines each month (500. 000L.L). The mother Kita (42 YO) does not work. This family is unable to meet basic needs.50

76 Bechare 20CLM32220 Michel Khalife79172319 17This family is made up of six boys and a girl, Marroun (2 Months), Youssef (7YO), Fadi (9YO), Raymond (10YO), Therese (13YO) ,Saad Alah (16 YO) Charbel (18 YO), we note that three children are out of school. the father Michel (54 YO) is a daily worker he does not have a fixed income and his small salary is not enough for such a large family, especially after this economic crisis. The mother Aida (37 YO) takes care of the house and her children.  This family needs help to be able to meet at least its basic needs. 75

77 Bechare 20CLM32785 Youssef Saleh03021744 16This family is made up of five children Leba (1YO),Charbel (3YO),Tia (6YO),Rebecca (8YO),Saydeh (10YO),Rita (11 YO)  who are enrolled in school, the father Youssef(40YO)  is a farmer he does not have a fixed income around 2000.000L.L/ month, his small salary isn't enough to provide the essential needs of the children his wife Mariette (32YO) she’s a housewife she try hard ti find a work to help his husband Youssef but till now without any result.50

78 Bechare 19CLMC021213 Youssef Francis03946009 15The Francis Family composed of a Father Youssef 55 years, a Mother Mireille 50 years, and three  kids, twins Raymond & Tereza 12 years, and the eldest Antony 15 years.  Youssef work in a company located at Beirut with 2500.000L.L who barely cover their basic need  of Food 1500,000 LL, electricity 45000LL, Generator 900,000LL, and the school fees for his son  Raymond (7,000,000LL/year) because he need a specific aid and special classes.  With this economic crisis the mother Mireille trying to find a job to support her family.  This family really need a support to cover their basic needs50

79 Bechare 22CLM08496 Raymond Daher03432655 15This family is composed of two single sister and her brother. Antoinette (55 Yo),Nadia (67 YO),Raymond (65YO). Antoinette suffer from a disability she can’t walk properly plus she suffer Cholesterol, sever foot pain and she need a medicines (500.000L.L/ month)  Nadia suffer from hypertension, Cholesterol,… and she need medicines for (600.000L.L/month) Raymond is a daily work his salary is around 2.000.000L.L/ month and we should note that Raymond suffer from hyperthension, vision problem,… This family have many expenses every month electricity 45.000L.L, Generator 500.000L.L, medicines,….) 50

80 Bechare 19CLMC017024 Houda Fadoul76536883 16This family is made up of two single daughters Jackline (47YO), Diana (47YO) and their mother Houda (76YO). Jackline suffer from multiple sclerosis and she need very expensive injections and several drugs each month (5.000. 000L.L) while Diana has a physical disability.  Jackline work as a sales person for a little income (2.000. 000L.L) that is not enough to bring his medications. Houda is an old woman at home. This family needs this help to provide medicines and basic needs.50

81 Bechare 21CLM80017 Eliane Nasar76503148 15This Family is composed of a mother Eliane (44YO), and her little daughter (10YO). The Father passed away a few months ago due to corona virus. Eliane quit her job due to fuel cost; this Family is now without any financial resource, and they have many several expenses every month (food 1200.000L.L,Generator 900.000L.L,schooling,……) 50

82 Bekaa Center 22CLM09104 Thereze Hannouch71502299 21The family is composed of the single woman Therese who is 69  years old and she suffers from chronic disease, her brother single man Georges who is 73, he suffers from cancer since 2 years and  he stays in his bed. Therese does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her brother.  In addition, Georges requires a lot of attention, diapers and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.                                                                                                              The two elderlies waiting the benefactors in Jdita for help.  The family lives in their own house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 100

83 Bekaa Center 22CLM00117 Amal Khezeka70632786 17The family is composed of the mother Amal who is 49 years old and she suffers from pain in the neck and shoulders due to the Stress( seperated from his husband). The children Maria, 15 years old and Charbel, 10 years old are both in good health. This family lives with Amal’s mother Mona who is 77 years ols( widowed woman) and suffers from chronic disease and Amal's sister Mona who is 57 years old ( single woman) and she is in good health. Mona is the only bread winner; she works as a secretary with an income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Amal does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her children and her mother.  Both Maria and Charbel attend public school but are considering dropping out because it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery.  In addition, Mona and Amal requires a lot of attention, like medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial ch75

84 Bekaa Center 22CLM09110 Nadine Sabbagh79147419 16The family is composed of the divorced woman Nadine who is 42 years old, the children Lynn, 19 years old and Elie, 17 years old are all in good health. This family lives with Nadine’s parent, the father Georges who is 72 years old and the mother Bernadette who is 67 years old, both suffer from chronic disease. Nadine is the only bread winner; he works as a teacher with an income averaging LBP 1,300,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs.  Elie attend the same school where his mother taught and Lynn attend public university.  In addition, her parent requires a lot of attention, like medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in their own house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

85 Bekaa Center 20CLM02546 Georgina Hawi03571607 17The family is composed of the father Eid who is 58 years old, suffers from Alzheimer’s since 11 years and   and he is handicapped, the mother Georjina who is 50 years old and she is in good health. The children Georges, 31 years old , he has mental retardation due to autism, Alen 28 years old and Cynthia 25 years old are both in good health.  Alin is the only bread winner; he works as a soldier with an income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Georjina does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her husband and her children.   Georges attend a specific school covered by Ministry of Social Affairs and Cynthia attend Techinal school. In addition, Eid requires a lot of attention, diapers, medication and hospitalization due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in their own house.                                                                                                                        75

86 Bekaa Center 19CLMC014921 Bassam Ziade03822045 22The family is composed of the father Bassam who is 78 years old and has cardiac problems, the mother Anahide who is 80 years old and has a severe case of hemiplegia since 14 years. The child Jamil who is 41 years, he is married and he is in good health.  Jamil is the only bread winner; he works as a accounting with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,250,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover their basic needs. Bassam does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her wife in law.   In addition, Anahide requires a lot of attention, diapers and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (LBP 900,000 per month) for the past 2 months and is now requesting a payment or else he will evict them.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 100

87 Bekaa Center 21CLM34976 Terkiyeh Al Salemi03404276 18The Family is composed of the father Miled who is 74 years old and suffers from chronique disease( heart disease and leg clots), her wife Terkiye is 70 years old  and suffers from Disk, knee pain and she underwent cataract surgery for the two eyes since 3 months ago by dept around 40,000,000 LBP and now she needs glasses and 7 children who are married (Their son Joseph has died). This family lives in Qabb Elias in a rented house 200,000 LBP/Month composed of 3 modest rooms.  Miled is the only bread winner, he works in a station with minimal salary 1,500,000LBP/Month.  In addition, Miled and Terkiye require a lot of attention, like medication due to their health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

88 Bekaa Center 20CLM28402 Akram Al Hayek71723854 15The family is composed of the father Akram who is 63 years old, the mother Antoinette who is 61 years old and both suffer from chronic disease. The children Elie, 33 years old, is in good health, Fadlo 31 years old and he is paralyzed due to a car accident and Angie, 35 years old, who is married. Akram and Elie are the bread winner; akram works as a daily worker with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month, Elie works as a soldier with an income 1,300,000 LBP month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Antoinette does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her children especially Fadlo.  In addition, Fadlo requires a lot of attention, diapers and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family has a own house but they rented a ground house 450,000 LBP/month for their son Fadlo.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cas50

89 Bekaa Center 20CLM25374 Amcha Al Asmar76851299 14The family is composed of the father Elie who is 57 years old and has cardiac problems, the mother Amcha who is 51 years old and suffers from neurotic disease, breast cancer, problem in catilages of her knees and neurotic problem in her hands. The children Rim is 23 years old, Maya is 19 years old are single and Mariam is 30 years old, Leina is 29 years old are married. All are in good health.  Elie is the only bread winner; he works as a taxi driver with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Amcha is sick and does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her children.  Maya attend public school and Rim attend university but are considering dropping out because it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery. They are both thinking of finding jobs to help out with the income.  In addition, Amcha requires a lot of attention, laboratory tests, Scann and medication due to her50

90 Bekaa Center 19CLMC019957 Rita Kechichian71798567 19The family is composed of the widowed woman Rita who is 61 years old and has cardiac problems, the children Kevork who is 29 years old and has a handicap since birth, Carni who is 36 years old and is in good health and two daughter who are married. Setrak's mother, Sima, also lives with the family, she is 98 years old and suffers from chronic disease and inability due to her age.                                                                                                    Rita's brother, Tannous who is 61 years old, he suffers from chronic disease, has a handicap as a result of amputation of legs since 12 years ago and has a severe case of hemiplegia since 1 month ago.  He lives alone in his own house but Rita takes care about him. Rita is the only bread winner; she works as a secretary with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Carni does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her grand father and his brother. In addition, S75

91 Bekaa Center 22CLM00127 Nazem Bader70161758 20Nazem is an elderly female headed household living aloneshe doesn’t have a stable income or any other assistance to cover the basic needs , she has debt and she is not able to cover them 100

92 Bekaa Center 20CLM27982 Nawal Salemi### 15The family is composed of the widowed woman Nawal who is 51 years old and has cardiac problems and the child Charbel who is 20 years old in good health.  Nawal is the only bread winner; she works as a housekeeper in the house of a elderly woman with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Charbel dropped out the school since 3 years due to the dead of his father and search to find a job to help out with the income.                                                                                                                                     In addition, Nawal needs medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in a rented house (LBP 1,000,000 per month). The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50



93 Bekaa Est 20CLF 15475 Elias Youssef Abdo### 16 A family lives poorly in a modest house, deprived of its basic needs. The Father has cancer which led him to stay home jobless. The wife takes care of him; he needs a monthly chemical treatment as well as a medical one (both are very expensive). They have 3 children: The eldest 12 years old, then a younger girl age 10 years old and the youngest is 5 years old.50

94 Bekaa Est 20CLF 15455 Assaf Gerges Saliba### 15 This family lives in a simple house which is composed of the father who's working for a minimal income not enough to cover the primary needs of his children nor the medical expensive treatment of his wife who suffers from "multiple sclerosis". The family is suffering from depression and financial problems since the mother is the base of the house and she is not being able to take care of the children properly.50

95 Bekaa Est 19CLF 05468 Jessica Gerges Freiha### 17 This family was living peacefully until life suddenly took away the young husband and left the wife with two children in need of financial and moral support. The wife comes from a modest family and due to the economic crisis in Lebanon she had lost her job and is can now barely secure the very primary needs of her children.75

96 Bekaa Est 20CLF 15453 Joelle Joseph Al Chidiac### 18 This family is composed of a divorced woman, her old parents and her 2 children: the eldest in school is 8 years old and the youngest is 5 years old suffers from autism. This woman has lost her job and the husband only pays 300,000 L.L per month for his children. She is in urgent need of financial support to assist the very basic needs of her family.75

97 Bekaa Est 19CLF 05453 Youmna Georges Ghanem### 20 A very poor elderly widow lives with her daughter who has special needs in an old house. She works irregularly as a cleaner to be able to survive. She relies on the help of  good people especially that her relatives are also poor. She is in need of all kind of help to cover the medical needs of her daughter.100

98 Bekaa Est 20CL M1002 0 Toni Hanna Chokeira### 17 This family lives in a small house with no resources at all. The son was the only provider for his old parents until he lost his job and got sick. He currently needs medical treatment. This family is deprived of having the very basic needs to live.75

99 Bekaa Est 20CLF 15468 Marx Nabih Abou Faysal### 15 This man was a simple employee, lives in an old house with his wife, his son and his old father. 2 years ago he was diagnosed with cancer and couldn't work anymore. The medical treatment as well as the cost of living led this man to the bottom of his financial and moral situation.50

100 Bekaa Est 20CLF 15465 Nemer Elias Al Choueiry### 16 This family composed of a married couple and their 3 children, all live in asmall house. The father is a daily worker and he is not being able to assist the very basic primary needs of his family. They live in dire need; all kind of support will be helpful.50

101 Bekaa Est 19CLM C01657 8 Katia Gerges Ghanem### 17 In light of the ongoing economic crisis in Lebanon, the salary of this young widow, responsible for her young children, remains insufficient to ensure the academic fees and the primary needs.75

102 Bekaa Est 22CLM11998 Charbel Jamil Richan### 17 charbel lives with his family,wife and two duaghters aged 5 and 9 years,his monthly salary is 1,500,000 . Charbel is not able to pay the school fees for his deaughters wghich is 10,000,000. charbel is sick and needs to pay 1500000 each month for the medications 75

103 Bekaa Est 20CLM16334 Gerges

Ra

ch ### 18 Gerges lives alone ,he doesn’t have any source of income, he did a heart suggery.he has to pay 1500000 each month for the meddications. Georges is not able to work due top his helath issue.75

104 Bekaa North 22CLM07314 Charbel Fe 70- 15 The family is composed of the father charbel who is 50 years old, the mother Ileine  who is 48 years old. The have 3 children Elie 10 years old, Pio an 8  year old with Disability and Line a 7 year old with Disability. Mr. Charbel does not work and his wife is a housewife who stays at home to take care of their children who has a disability. The family lives in a small and inappropriate house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

105 Bekaa North 20CLM00275 Rita Imad Georges81-99762515 The family is composed of the mother Rita Imad who is 28 years old  and she is does not work and focuses on taking care of the household.  The father, Toufic Habchy who is 32 years old,  is unemployed, a drug addic and shows no responsibility towards his family. They have 3 children :  Christony  5 years old , Keivin  4 years old and  Ronaldo 1 years old is a Newborn. The family lives in a rented house the rent is LBP 350,000 per month.  They have no fixed income, and they have a lot of depts.  Rita tries to secure many necessities for her family, especially milk and diapers for the young child. The family is in need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

106 Bekaa North 20CLM31403 Zakiyeh Mansour Habchy71-69668816 The family is composed of Mrs. Zakiyeh 75  years old, widow and  sick, , lives with her single old brother Toufic 68 years old, in a modest house in Deir El Ahmar village, without any supporter, or fixed income and they are unable to practice any work due to their health condition. The family is in need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  50

107 Bekaa North 20CLM31400 Mahibeh Phelimon El Ghoussein71-73727614 The family is composed of Mrs. Mahibeh 69 years old, widow and  sick, lives alone in the village of Mazraat Es Sayed in a modest house, without any supporter, or fixed income and she is unable to practice any profession due to her health The family is in need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  50

108 Bekaa North 21CLM82552 Therese Hachem Hachem 81-68619016 The family is composed of the mother Therese who is 57 years old and has a medical conditions affecting her daily life (cancer) and she is a widow , and 4 children Marlein 29 years old, Maroun 23 years old, Antonio and Elie 18 years old. The family suffers from very difficult circumstances, as they have no fixed pension, and the mother has to cover her medical expenses. In addition to all the expenses associated with the house expenses, there is also an amount of debt that the mother must pay. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

109 Bekaa North 22CLM07628 Amal Tarabay Rahme 76061550 18 The family is composed of the Miss amal is 66 years old with no job. She lives with her 80 year old brother Nabil. Nabil is sick and amal takes care of him. They have no fixed income and lives on aids and donations from loved ones. Their financial situation is very difficult, and they struggle to ensure their medications, diesel oil for house heating and basic food needs. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

110 Bekaa North 19CLM28861 Zalfa Asia Habchy70194536 16 The family is composed of mother Zalfa, a 73 year old, and she is sick, She  lives with his husband Jabour a 73 year old, he has  a chronic disease. The Family lives  without any financial support, or fixed income and they are unable to practice any work due to their health condition. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

111 Bekaa North 20CLM07376 yousef Mouawad Khadra### 15 The family is composed of the father Youssef, 60 year old, married and unemployed man is the only support of his family. the mother Mariam who is 49 years old. They have 4 children, Therese 19 years old, student, Sandra  16 years old, student, Rita 15 years old, student and Jessica 9 years old. He lives in a modest house with here family, single sister and his mother in Safra village. He is unemployed and he couldn’t find any job due to economic situation. This family is in desperate need for help; therefore Caritas' assistance through this project will allow this family to live with dignity and secure their basic needs. 50

112 Bekaa North 20CLM18324 Dina Botros Keirouz71-06017116 Mrs Dounia is a 63 year old Elderly living alone. She is sick and has no fix income. She lives on donators help. She has no ability to get hospitalized and needs help ensuring her medications and house heating. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

113 Bekaa North 21CLM79800 Mountaha Hana Keirouz03610243 20 The family is composed of Montaha, 84 years old, that has impaired hearing and is sick. She lives with her sister Souad a 75 year old, and she has impaired hearing too. They are unemployed and don’t have any fixed income, or financial supports. The family is in need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.100

114 Bekaa North 20CLM22686 Nazha Hana El Ghossein 81-45891215 The family is composed of  the mother Nazha who is 83 years old, a widow and is sick. She  lives with her single daughter Remonda 49 ,which has  a chronic disease. The Family lives  without any financial support, or fixed income and they are  unable to work due to their health condition. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

115 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM22012 Victoria A71707176 15 A widowed woman (80 years) lives in ain zebdi. She has no income and no social security. She suffers from health problems and needs arounds 100,000/month medications. Her daughter is divorced and doesn't work and needs around 50,000 medication every month. Moreover, she has to pay the divorce fees and provide her 9-year old daughter's basic needs. Sometimes their relatives help them but this not enough.50

116 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM31679 Henriette Eli03860818 15 A single woman 54 years lives in Ain Zebdi. She suffers from health problems and needs medications every month around 200,000/month. She is not insured or covered by the social security. She gets helped by her brother sometimes.50

117 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM18910 Georges A ### 15 Family of 5 persons: father, mother, the son and his wife and their child (4 years). They are all unemployed due to the economic situation. They don't have social security. The father suffers from a health problem and needs around 400,000 LBP/month medications. They cannot meet their basic need and are asking for help.50

118 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM24254 Siham Habib Karam### 17 Family of 3 persons lives in kherbit anafar. Two women (56 and 60 years) one of them has a mental retardation. Their brother is the only one who works and receives 300,000LBP/month. The family need around 400.000LBP/month medications. They are in dire need of help.75

119 Bekaa Ouest 21CLM25016 Olgua M03413411 16 A woman (85 years) lives alone in an old room. She doesn't have any income and no social security. She relies on the help of benefactors.50

120 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM31541 Amal Y ### 19 A family of 4 single sisters (60-63-65-71 years old) lives in an old house in poor conditions in kherbit anafar. Two of them have a mental retardation. They have a small agricultural land that secures them around 1,000,000LBP/year, and they need around 400,000LBP/month medications.75

121 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM31697 Gerges Y76876998/0867081119 Family of 4 members; the  78-years-old father, is a daily worker receiving 200,000 LBP per month. They need around 300, 000 LBP per month for medications. The father needs tests that he cannot afford and he doesn't have social security. Sometimes he's unable to secure the basic needs of his family.75

122 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM31717 Nazih C08670152/7082741018 Family of 4 members. The wife works at the hospital with a salary of 300,000LBP per month; they have 2 children (7 and 8 years old), one of them have a neurological problem and needs medications. There is someone who takes care of the school costs. Their married children help them as much as possible.75

123 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM08144 Amira Nabil Aakrouch70469445 15 A widow who lives with her 20 year old daughter. She has 3 married kids and her daughter is still learning but she hasn't been pay the tuition fees yet (around 450,000LBP/year). Her children and neighbors give her money and aid sometimes.50



124 Bekaa Ouest 20CLM00698 Tannous Mansour Madi76704997 16 This is a family of 5; the father is the only one who works as a daily worker and has health problems. The wife also has a health problem. They need medications every month and need to pay tuition fees for 3 children.50

125 Bekaa Ouest 19CLMC015800 Elie Fares Hanna? 21 This family is composed of 5 members; the father, mother and their 3 children (2 of them are married). The parents are chronic patients; in addition the father has cancer and has been hemiplegic for 6 years. The medications bill is 700,000 LBP per month without the diapers and the basic vital needs. The only source of income is their son's; he is a soldier in the army and he tries to help them as much as possible but it is not sufficient considering the monthly expenses.100

126 Billa 21CLM28126 Marie Metlej70278466 16 An old widow woman who lives alone without any income50

127 Billa 19CLM25611 Outour Al Indari76091218 19 A single woman who lives with her married sister,she suffers from several health problems and does not have any income75

128 Billa 21CLM41493 BernadetteEl Indari76993435 17 A single Woman who lives alone without any financial resource75

129 Billa 21CLM28213 Michella El Indari70077498 14 A young girl with a mental disability who lives with her family who suffers from financial difficulties50

130 Billa 21CLM01271 Therezia Indari70278466 17 An old widow woman who lives alone without any income75

131 Billa 21CLM41127 Roula El Chwayfati03916206 14 A Divorced Woman who lives alone with no income50

132 Billa 21CLM41221 Mikhael El Chwayfati70865781 16 A bedridden old man lives with his two sisters, brother and sister suffering from cancer. This family lives under difficult financial conditions50

133 Billa 21CLM41192 Antonios El Chwayfati71533475 14 The head of a family has suffered from the Coronavirus, and his health has deteriorated, which has led to him leaving his job50

134 Billa 21CLM41534 Mikhael El Chwayfati71136740 15 A farmer has three children and his two single sisters live with him and his income is barely enough to meet the needs of his children.50

135 Billa 20CLM31954 Raymond El chwayfati03832229 14 The head of a family of three children, he suffer from Parkinson's disease and is unable to make any effort and has become unable to speak in an understandable manner and needs several medications per month.50

136 Billa 21CLM41240 Seba El Indari71288089 14 An old man lives with his son and daughter who are unemployed due to the economic situation and this family lives without any income.50

137 Billa 21CLM41536 Yaacoub El Indari81622730 18 A widowed old man who has no children, does not work, and suffers from several health problems75

138 Billa 21CLM41261 Layla Touma70896330 19 An old widow woman lives with her married son, who has a family of four daughters, and he is a daily laborer whose income is limited and is not sufficient to meet basic needs.75

139 Billa 19CLMC017588 Hélène El Chwayfati71882768 14 A widowed woman who lives with her single son, who suffers from health and nervous problems, who works as a daily worker and does not have a fixed income.50

140 Billa 21CLM41539 Mauris El Chwayfati76006259 16 Maurice is the head of a family of two sons, Maurice is unemployed, his wife works in a hospital, but with half a pension. This family is unable to meet their basic needs, especially the needs of their children.50

141 Billa 21CLM28193 Ibrahim El Chwayfati76414915 18 Ibrahim is an old single man who suffers from several diseases. He lives with his three sisters. This family does not have a financial income and lives on aid.75

142 Billa 21CLM41541 Marie El Alam70304232 14 A widow who lives with her married daughter, suffers from several health problems, and does not have any income.50

143 Billa 21CLM41549 Daoud El Chwayfati### 14 A farmer man who has a little girl, his limited income, cannot meet his child's basic needs such as milk and diapers, ...50

144 Billa 21CLM28229 Jean Claud El Indari03729653 14 The head of a family consisting of two sons, he works as a bus driver to transport the children to school, but this year, due to Corona and the closure of schools, he has become without work and income and his wife does not work50

145 Billa 21CLM41559 Jamal Roufayl Ibrahim78948698 15 A single girl who does not work, lives with her brother, suffers from several health problems, and does not have any financial resources.50

146 Billa 21CLM38080 Challita El chwayfati03953406 16 An old man who lives with his wife and his son, Challita cannot work due to his health condition, and his son is also without work.50

147 Billa 21CLM41571 Jeanette El Chwayfati76681536 16 An old widow lives with her single son who works as a salesperson and has no steady income50

148 Billa 21CLM41587 Roumanos El Indari71694409 17 An old man lives with his wife after the marriage of his children, and he has no financial return ,but a help from his children, but under the current circumstances, every child can hardly meet the needs of his children.75

149 Billa 21CLM38049 Charbel El Andary03539119 14 Charbel is a father of three children, he works in a company, but with a small pension, which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs of his family50

150 Billa 21CLM31108 Dania Kenaan71967410 14 A widow with three children, her husband died shortly after his struggle with illness. She was forced to assume responsibility and search for work, but her little pension is not sufficient to meet the basic needs of her children.50

151 Billa 20CLM32397 Talal Al Chwayfati### 14 Talal, the head of a family of two sons, suffers from diabetes and vision problems and is unable to do any work. His children are still in school and his wife is not working. This family lives in difficult financial conditions.50

152 Billa 21CLM41598 Marie Mansour Hanna El Chwayfati03238547 14 A widow lives with her single son, who suffers from several health problems and is unable to work.50

153 Billa 21CLM41636 Jano Mkhayel 70147090 14 A widow lives with her single son who works as a barber, but this year, due to the Coronavirus and the general closure, he remained without work and without any income.50

154 Billa 21CLM41645 Simon HannaAl Chwaeifaty03499368 14 A young man suffers from cancer, undergoes chemotherapy, and lives with his brother.50



155 Billa 21CLM41686 Jarjoura Al Andary71642470 18 An old man lives with his wife . He used to work as a taxi driver, but his health conditions did not allow him to work75

156 Billa 21CLM38054 Wadih Al Andary76182117 14 Wadih is the father of two daughters,he works as a bus driver in a company, and his little income  is not enough to meet the basic needs of his children50

157 Billa 20CLM04049 Michel Al Chwayfati03091984 15 Michel suffers from several health problems, dialysis and vision problems, and he cannot do any work. her single daughter work to be able to provide her parents needs.50

158 Billa 21CLM38075 Boutros Kostantin76694745 15 An old man whose live with her wife and his singl son , he  suffers from several health problems and is unable to work.50

159 Billa 21CLM41694 Dawra Yazbik03710282 15 An old widow who lives alone, does not work and has no income50

160 Billa 21CLM41780 Carlos Al Andary03241267 14 Carols is the father of two little boys, he works  as a barber, but this year, due to the Coronavirus and the general closure, he remained without work and without any income.50

161 Billa 21CLM41792 Wahibi Al chwayfati71755610 14 Old Widow, living with her only son and his 2 children, without income and needs of medication.50

162 Billa 21CLM41789 Dib El Chwayfati70670786 14 Dib works in a company but with a little income, his wife take care of her little son50

163 Billa 21CLM41803 Wakim El chwayfati03495482 15 The head of a family consisting of one son, he works as a bus driver to transport the children to school, but this year, due to Corona and the closure of schools, he has become without work and income and his wife does not work50

164 Billa 21CLM41800 Nehme El chwayfati71533475 15 Old widow, living alone, without an income, with several health problem, and needs medecine50

165 Billa 21CLM41802 Charbel El Chwayfati03095287 14 Farmer man who has a familyand an infant, he has a limited income, cannot me his child's basic needs such milk and medecine.50

166 Billa 21CLM02548 Toni Wehbe70764962 15 Toni is the only provider of a family of four members (Toni, his wife and two girls). He suffers from hypertension and diabetes and needs monthly medication for 1,200,000 Lbp.Toni is 60 years old. He was a bus driver but nowadays, due to the Lebanese economic crisis, he does not work. He is unable to satisfy his basic needs (food, electricity, diesel fuel, ...).50

167 Billa 20CLM30307 Youssef Wehbe79170554 16 Youssef has a family of 7 (Youssef, his wife, 3 girls and 2 boys). He is 83 years old. He is hand handicapped, and suffers from hypertension and diabetes. One of his girls, Mireille, is 29 years old and is physically and mentally disabled, always in bed. She needs medication and special treatment for at least 1,500,000 Lbp per month. Another girl, Claudia, works in a beauty center and earns 800,000 Lbp monthly. She is unable to help her parents since she spends all her salary on transportation. The remaining 2 boys and 1 girl are all students at the Lebanese University. Their house needs a lot of maintenance because of humidity. This family truly needs help and care to satisfy the minimum required as monthly expenses such as diesel fuel (to stay warm in cold weather), electricity, food and medication.50

168 Bint Jbeil 19CLMC014856 Nawale Sl71208723 15The family is composed of three single sisters: the oldest Nohad who is 55 Yyears old, suffers from chronic diseases, Aida is 51 Years old also suffers from chronic diseases, the youngest Nawal who is 44 years old suffers from diabetes and she is under chronic treatment. Nawal is the female headed household, she works daily worker as cleaner in a private school, with a low income averaging 900.000LBP. per month, which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs to her family such as food and generator bill..., The other two sisters do not work, they are both under a chronic treatment that cost a lot and they dont benefit from any  health insurance. This family is in need of financial assistance to overcome the economic crisis.50

169 Bint Jbeil 19CLM27925 Majida Elias El Haddad03560504 14 Majida is a single female living alone after the death of her father. she is 54 years old, she suffers from breast cancer , and she is under a regular treatment that cost a lot (800.000L.L. per month) . Majida does not work, she does not have any health insurance, she depends on the charity and the help of her sisters to ensure her medication and her basic needs.  this single female is in dire need of cash assistance to ensure her medical treatment responsible of her survival.50

170 Bint Jbeil 19CLMC019879 Nemer Eli71379514 14The family is composed of the father Nemer who is 62 years old and suffers from diabetes and he is under chronic treatment that cost 900.000LBP, the mother Fadia who is 56 years old and suffers from chronic diseases. the children Marie rose 26 years old and Elias 17 years old are both in good health. Nemer is the only bread winner, he works as daily worker at an aluminum factory with an unstable income averaging 950.000LBP. per month, which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs, his wife does not work, she take care of the household. Marie rose is currently unemployed, she is looking for a job to help her father in the expenses . Elias attends a public school. This family live in a small house , it needs some restoration (roof). The family is in dire need of financial assistance to overcome the economic difficulties.50

171 Bint Jbeil 21CLM18244 Francois M70049823 17 The family is composed of two members: the mother who is 79 years old , she has cardiac problems and physical disability due to her age (elderly person), her son Elie who is 60 years old and has a mental disability. The other children are married ,they offer help to ensure the food. this family has no income, she relies on charity to ensure the cost of medication ,in addition, Elie requires a lot of attention (diapers and medication) due to his health condition which adds to the family's expenses. the family is in need of multipurpose aids (cash assistance, food kit , adult diapers). 75

172 Bint Jbeil 21CLM25348 Samira Fathallah Al Alam76898740 15The family is composed of 5 members: the parents are Elderly persons ,the father Fathallah is 94 years, the mother Nazira is 87 years old, both are under a chronic treatment for multiple diseases. the children Samira is 60 years old, also suffers from chronic illness, she does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her elderly parents, and his brother Pierre who is 49 years old and suffers from mental disability. Georgina who is 51 years old, is the only bread winner, she works as secretary in a private school , and her monthly income is 1900.000 LBP. which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs such the food , the generator bill and the medication fees that cost a lot... the family is in need of financial assistance to cover all the high expenses due to the economic crisis.50

173 Bint Jbeil 20CLM31450 Henry NoelM71093440 14The family is composed of two members: the father Henry who is 59 years old he suffers from diabetes and is under chronic treatments. after the divorce, henry became  a single parent responsible for his young child Mikhayel  who is 8 years old. Mr. Henry currently is unemployed due to the economic crisis, he depends on charity to ensure the education fees for his son who is enrolled in a public school. this family is in dire need of any assistances such as: cash assistance, food kits...50

174 Bint Jbeil 20CLM31463 Kamil H81766115 14The family is composed of two members the father Kamil who is 63 years old and has a severe backache, he underwent a surgery, and he is currently not able to walk normally (PWD). The mother Josline who is 54 years old suffers from chronic diseases such hypertension and cholesterol.  Mrs Josline is the head of the household ,due to the health situation of her husband, she is enable to works , she focuses on taking care of him and of the household. all of their children are married.50

175 Bint Jbeil 21CLM16306 Souad Boulos Salameh Al Haddad03271439 15The family is composed of Souaad who has 66 years old , she is an elderly person living alone in a small house. She suffers from chronic diseases such as hypertension and cardiac problems. Souaad does not have any stable income, she depends on the aids from her cousins to ensure her daily meal and monthly medication that cost 500.000 LBP per month. Note that she does not have any health insurance. she is in need of any type of assistance: cash, food kit ...50

176 Bint Jbeil 19CLM26071 Abla Mounir Hanna76876860 19 The family is composed of 7 members, the mother who is 44 years old, a single parent (separated ), she suffers from a chronic diseases. the children, youssef is 24 years old recently married and lives with his mother. Rafka16 years old, Elias 10 years old, Rita is 8 and Maria 6 years old. all of the children are enrolled in a private school. the Mother Abla is the head of the household , she works as cleaner with an unstable income averaging 800.000LBP. monthly which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. The married son works as policeman with his low income, he hardly help with the expenses. this family is in dire need of any kind of assistance such as: cash assistance, food kits...75

177 Bint Jbeil 19CLMC021872 Maya G70257629 15 The family is composed of 5 members: the father Boulos who is 53 years old and has chronic diseases. the mother Maya who is 39 years old. the children, Elias is 20 years old, Mariame is 23 years old  and Salim 9 years old. Mr. Boulos is the only bread winner, he works as daily worker with an unstable income averaging 950.000LBP per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs for the family. Mrs. Maya does not work she focuses on taking care of the household, and her daughter Mariame who suffers since her childhood from kidney failure and needs dialysis 3 days per week. the oldest son studies in a public technical school, and the other son attends a private school. In addition, Mariame requires a lot of attention, medication and regular treatment that  cost a lot 1500000 LBP. monthly. This family is in dire needs of financial assitance to be able to overcome the high expenses of the long medical treatment of the daughter , responsible for her survival. 50

178 Bint Jbeil 21CLM25511 Ghenwa Elias Al Hasrouny70995923 15 The family is composed of the father who is 52 years old and suffers from chronic diseases, he is under a chronic treatment.  The mother Ghinwa who is 42 years old also suffers from hypertension. the father is the main breadwinner and works as daily worker at the municipality of his village, with an unstable income 450.000LBP. The mother works as teacher to support her family expenses with a monthly low income of 500.000LBP. This family has three children, the oldest boy Elie is 16 , the girl is 7 and  the youngest boy is 5 years old ,all of them are enrolled in a private school and the schooling fees are around 9 millions LBP. per year. This family is in need of financial assistance to be able to live in a suitable economic conditions.50

179 Jbeil 22CLM07033 Fouad Sa3847372 15The family is composed of the father Fouad born in 1964, the mother Rafqa born in 1966. Mr. Fouad suffer from medical chronic problems and being under medical treatment. Mrs Rafqa is in good health. The children Acquilina born in 2004, Christina born in 2001 and Mariam born in 2000 and are all in good health. Mr. Fouad is retired and benefit from a low income  which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mrs. Rafqa focus on taking care of the household and her children. The children goes to a public school. The family lives in her own house. They have too many expenses that exceed their incomes. They have many financial debts. They benefit from a medical coverage. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits, diapers and medications.50

180 Jbeil 21CLM59052 Nada Fo ### 18Nada is a female household taking care of both her elderly parents. They are all unemployed and do not have a source of income. They need assistance in order to afford the house expenses and the medications.75

181 Metn ll 22CLM13496 Mouna Mikhael Njeim### 17Mouna Lives with her family, she works as an accountant and she is the HOH,her husband doesn’t work due to the economic crisis75

182 Jbeil 19CLMC023575 Edmond Ei71890366 16The family is composed of the father Edmond born in 1963 and has a disability in his hand due a work accident and has lost one finger, the mother Sana born in 1964. The children Elie, born in 1999 and Sophie Tamar, born in 2001. Mr. Edmond is the only bread winner; he works as a daily worker as a clean worker in a municipality an unstable income averaging LBP 25.000 per day which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mrs. Sana does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her children. Both Elie and Sophie Tamar have dropped out schools from few years because it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery. They are both thinking of finding jobs to help out with the income. The family lives in a her own house that they are paying its monthly fees monthly bills. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

183 Jbeil 19CLMC023549 Martha Ha71939307 18Martha, born in 1945, is an elderly person living alone in a room for her niece. She has many health problems and being under chronic medical treatment. She has no income. She is helped by the extended family to secure her basic and medical needs. She does not benefit from any medical coverage. Martha is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits and medications.75

184 Jbeil 19CLMC019965 Joseph Abdel Nour Dib70128673 18The family is composed of the divorced father Joseph born in 1961 and has many health problems and being under oxygen and under medical chronic treatment. The children Elie, born in 2002, Carla and Karl, twins, born in 2009, Charbel born in 2006 and Simona born in 2004. They are all in good health. Mr. Joseph does not work due to his medical condition and due to his age. Elie works in a gaz station with a stable low income of 1.500.000LBP per month and Simona works as a cashier in a supermarket with a stable low income too, 1.200.000LBP per month. Both salaries are not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Carla, Karl and Charbel dropped out school because it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery. The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (LBP 1,700,000 per month) for the past months and are always facing the fact of being evicted. They don't benefit from any medical coverage. The family is in dire need of75

185 Jbeil 20CLM30636 Kafa Na70497489 14The family is composed of the healthy widowed mother Kafa, born in 1980. She is a woman household. The children Maria, born in 2008, Tony, born in 2005 and Charbel, born in 2004 are all in good health. Mrs. Kafa works as a cleaning group supervisor, in a dorm with a stable monthly income LBP 2,000,000 and Charbel who works is a cooker at a catering company with a stable income of 1.500.000LBP. Both incomes are not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Both Maria and Tony attend public schools. The family has no car so they are all 4 obliged to use the bus to go to work and school witch is too expensive for them due to the high cost of transportation. The family lives in a house for the parental grand mother without any charges. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash and Food kits. 50

186 Jbeil 20CLM30634 Elisabeth Ge76171564 16Mrs. Elisabeth born in 1944 is a sick elderly person living alone in a house in the name of her grand daughter without any charges. She has no income. She has 2 married son that do their best to secure for her all the basic and medical needs. She is sick and under medical treatment. She does not benefit from any medical coverage. She is a widow since many years. Even before the dead of her husband, they were separated since her sons were too young and she was the household. She is not able to secure all her needs. She needs to be supported with cash assistance, food kits and medications.50



187 Jbeil 20CLM30559 Gladis  Mitri Kabouk76142240 17Family composed from Elias born in 1953 and his wife Gladis born in 1960. They 2 elderly persons living alone. They are in a good health both. They don't have any income. They are helped by the extended family to secure their basic needs. They have 2 married children. They live in a rented house by due to their economic situation the owner is not getting any fees from them. They benefit from a medical coverage from their son who is a police officer.75

188 Jbeil 20CLM30711 Michel Bechara Nahman3149129 15The family is composed of the father Michel who is born in 1935 and has many medical problems, the mother Samira born in 1949, she suffers also from many health problems. They have 1 only single daughter Renée born in 1984. They live in their own house. They have 5 married children. Renée is in a good health; she doesn't work due to lack of opportunities in the country, plus someone should stay with the parents to take care of them because they can't take care of themselves very well due to their health problem They have no income. They are helped by the extended family to secure their basic and medical needs which is not sufficient to cover the basic and medical needs. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits and medications.50

189 Jbeil 21CLM25940 Georgette Sa3408276 19Family made up of a widowed mother born in 1979 who is a housewife with a daughter born in 2009 and a son born in 2016 who attend a private school taking advantage of a 100% scholarship since they are fatherless . They only pay the transportation costs. They are all in a good health. The family lives in an rented apartment for 300,000 LBP per month. They have no resources except the help of friends and extended family each according to his abilities. They have no medical coverage. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash and Food kits. 75

190 Jbeil 20CLM30425 Souhail Gergy Chalhoub03112642 14Mr Souhail born in 1968 is a single man living alone in his own house. He is sick and being under medical treatment. He doesn't work since many years due to his medical condition. He has no income et no medical coverage. He is helped by the extended family, the village priest and some benefactors to secure his medical and basic needs. Souhail is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits and medications.50

191 Jbeil 20CLM30653 Yasser Fr70043685 14The family is composed of the father Yasser born in 1952 and has many health problems, the mother Ferial born in 1963. They have an only son Charbel born in 1991, that works as a journalist. Charbel is the only bread winner; with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,500,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mr. Yasser does not work due to some health problems and due to his age. Mrs. Ferial does not work and focuses on taking care of the household. The family lives in her own apartment. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

192 Jbeil 19CLMC022640 Therese Elias Esper3961351 18Family composed of the mother Therese born in 1967 who is taking care alone of her son Joseph born in 1994 who is a person with special needs. She has a married daughter too. She is a single mother since her kids were very young after her husband left his family and not being in contact with them. She used to work as a factory worker but now she is at home with her son who used to go to a special school that closed its doors due to the corona virus situation and due to the economic situation of the country, but her employer still gives her a very low monthly income of 500.000LBP and she still benefits from a medical coverage with her son. They live in a rented house (800.000LBP per month) and she suffers from chronical diseases and being under medical treatment.  They are helped by some benefactors to secure their needs.75

193 Jezzine 20CLM16611 Margo Joseph Bou Roufael71785503 18The family is composed of the father Maroun who is 60 years old and has a cardiac problem, the mother Margo who is 44 years old and has a chronic disease. They have 13 children the eldest one is 21 years old and the smallest one is 3 years old. Their monthly income is 3.500.000 L.L almost covers the necessary needs of the family.75

194 Jezzine 19CLM30297 Bechara Maroun Mansour78938596 20This family is composed of the father Bechara who is 52 years old and has chronic disease, the mother Lara who is 38 years old also suffer from chronic disease. They have 4 children the eldest one aged 18 years old and the smallest one 7 years old. Their monthly income is 1.900.000 LBP almost cover the necessary needs of the family.100

195 Jezzine 20CLM31347 Wardeh Maroun Youssef71808278 14Wardeh who is 75 years old and suffer from many chronic disease and cardiac problem is living wih her daughter Nathaline who is 45 years old, she is a daily worker her monthly income is 950.000 LBP almost cover the necessary needs .50

196 Jezzine 20CLM18881 Gerges Francis Youssef03233071 14This family is composed of the father Gerges who is 53 years old and has chronic disease, the mother Nisrine who is 42 years old and also suffers from chronic disease. They have 4 children, the eldest one aged 14 years old and the smallest one 7 years old. Their monthly income is 1.500.000 LBP almost cover the necessary needs of the family.50

197 Jezzine 20CLM02036 Darine Fares Chaalane70458008 15This family is composed of the father Antoine who is 50 years old, the mother Darine  who is 41 years old and she is pregnant. They have 3 children Giovani who is 15 years old, Lionardo who is 13 years and Antonio who is 3 years old. Their monthly income is 1.600.000 LBP almost cover the necessary needs of the family 50

198 Jezzine 20CLM31610 Jean Tannous Akoury70385151 14This family is composed of the father Jean who is 50 years old and suffrer from many chronic disease, the mother Doline who is 50 years old and olso suffer from many chronic disease, they have one daughter Cynthia who is 17 years old. The monthly income of this small family is 1.000.000LBP almost cover their basic needs.50

199 Jezzine 20CLM31613 Rami Saiid Hanna81350005 14This family is composed of the father Rami who is 43 years old and suffer from many chronic disease, the mother Therese who is 42 years old also suffer from many chronic disease, they have 5 children, the eldest one is aged 15 years old and the smallest one 3 years old. Their monthly income is 1.500.000 LBP almost cover their basic needs. 50

200 Jezzine 20CLM00280 Bechara Farid Bou rached81092616 17Bechara who is 64 years old suffer from many chronic disease live with his wife Anise who is 70 years old also suffer from many chronic disease . Their monthly income is 800.000 LBP almost cover their medication.75

201 Jezzine 20CLM31705 Jean Najib Nehme71929644 14This family  is composed of the father Jean who is 44 years old suffer from many chronic disease, the mother Aline who is 49 years old also suffer from many chronic disease. They have 5 children the eldest one is 22 years ols and the smallest one 9 years old. Their monthly income is 950.000 LBP almost cover their basic needs.50

202 Jezzine 21CLM13492 Rabih Hares Bou Zeid71010140 14Rabih who is 50 years old suffer from many chronic disease lives with his brother Seif who is 54 years old also suffer from many chronic disease. Their monthly income iss 950.000 LBP almost cover their medication.50

203 Jezzine 20CLM31620 Antoine Bechara Akoury70470309 14This family is composed of the father Antoine who is 50 years old, the mother Rita who is 50 years old suffer from many chronic disease. They have 2 children Elia who is 18 years old and Jacob who is 11 years old. Their monthly income is 950.000 LBP almost cover their basic needs. 50

204 Keserwen I 22CLM10763 Marguerit B ### 17Marguerite is the head of the household since her husband is disabled. They don’t have a source of income and have many expenses such as electricity 500,000 LBP and medicine 2,500,000 LBP. 75

205 Keserwen I 20CLM26461 Jacqueline Semaan Akiki70615751 22 Jacqueline widow and elderly person (69 years old) lives in her own house with her 2 single children: the daughter 52 years old and the son 38 years old. The son works irregularly as a hairdresser (1 million) which is never enough to cover all the family expenses, especially the medicines for his mother and sister. the latter suffer from several chronic illnesses which require continuous medical treatment. The family lives of course in debt and asks for help at all levels, especially in terms of food, medicine and financial aid to be able to provide at least the essential needs for survival.100

206 Keserwen I 20CLM31627 Reine Boutros Fahed03861430 16 The family, made up of a 60-year-old widow mother, a 74-year-old sister-in-law and two children: 22 and 15, lives in her own house in the mountains. The mother works as ahousekeeeper atv the hospital for a very low salary of 1,200,000L.L.WHICH IS NEVER ENOUGH to cover all the family expenses, especially her son's schooling and the medicines that are too expensive for the two women. The latter suffer from several chronic illnesses that they never manage to provide the medical treatment requested. the family asks for aid at all levels, especially since they live in debt and need a lot of financial support to be able to provide for the needs requested such as food, medicines, electricity, schooling. It is a family that suffers at all levels50

207 Keserwen I 21CLM85107 Tanios Elias Salemeh03924868 23 The family is made up of a very sick couple and 3 children, two of whom are married (the married son and his family currently lives with his parents), the father, a 73-year-old person, is undergoing very expensive monthly medical treatments for chronic chronic diseases. very serious (4 million until present) and his wife 60 years cancerous, chronically ill and depressed 3 million monthly) which is worth 7 million / month. The 32-year-old single girl who works part-time to take care of her parents and for a very minimal salary (1,750,000 L.L.) who can never pay for medical expenses (regular examinations and medications which are a burden) which are too urgent for her and her parents each month and other daily needs such as food, and other regular expenses such as the generator, . Note that the couple also needs to exercise monthly medical examinations to be able to examine the disorders of the body. Thank you for helping the family on a medical level since the drugs are on the rise and the examinations have be100

208 Keserwen I 21CLM26621 Viviane Wadih Harika### 16 Viviane, a 54-year-old devoured woman, lives with her 2 sons: 23 and 21 years old university students in a prefabricated house that her father gave her. Viviane follows continuous medical treatments for blood pressure, diabetes and especially depression that she finds it difficult to provide them for lack of financial means. Viviane works irregularly as a cook for a very low salary of 800,000l.l./month to meet the needs of her family, which requires a lot of support at all levels in the absence of the father. She lives in debt and relies on benefactors to lead her a dignified life. She needs enough help especially in terms of food, financial means and medication.50

209 Keserwen I 21CLM06375 Marc Youssef Mhanna### 18 The family residing in the mountains is made up of a separated couple and 3 small children (7, 5 and 3 years old). After the mother left her family, the 44-year-old father fell ill and began undergoing medical treatment for chronic illnesses. The 62-year-old paternal grandmother currently with the family who is also undergoing too expensive medical treatments. the father works irregularly as a truck driver whose salary does not exceed 900,000L.L./month. The school debts have never been settled since last year and the children are at risk of being kicked out for lack of financial means. So the expenses are very high for a large family where the children are minors and require a lot of financial, moral and above all psychological support. the drugs are almost absent and the father can no longer provide them, the daily needs have increased and the requests for food, clothes, means of heating, schooling have become more urgent. So the family counts on the benefactors and NGO to lead a healthier life for children75

210 Keserwen I 19CLMC016840 Joseph Kozhaya Ziadeh81780997 23 The family living in the mountains is made up of a 49-year-old army soldier father who receives 1,200,000/month, a 47-year-old mother at home taking care of her family: 17 and a 15-year-old twin, two of whom are suffering from authism and who are out of school for lack of financial means. Four family members suffer from multiple chronic illnesses that require costly and ongoing medical treatment. However, the family relies on the father's salary, which is insufficient to cover these needs and other expenses such as: electricity, urgent food, the specific needs of the 2 sick children such as diapers, means of heating, the schooling of the older daughter and everything other need. She currently lives in a house that does not belong to her and may be at risk of being recovered. It is a family which lives in misery and which suffers a lot because of the debts which are a burden. It is a family that is in need and must certainly be helped at all levels.100

211 Keserwen I 21CLM70778 Sami Gergis Akiki03971436 21 The family that lives in the mountains is made up of a sick father aged 58, a mother 56 years old taking care of her 4 children (15,25,28,30 years old): 2 daughters :one married  and the other as a nurse, the stay-at-home son and looking for a job and the schoolchild whose education is over 8 million. The maternal grandfather also lives with the family since the house is specific to the woman. The monthly expenses of the family reach over 6 million and the wages of the two are of course insufficient to meet all the needs of the family either at the medical level which reach 3 million, - (Note needs regular medical examinations and monthly, the costs of which amount to more than 4 million - / month) or at the level of food which has become too expensive.Without forgetting the costs of the means of heating and transport which also cost the family too much. It is a family that, of course, lives in debt in order to meet its basic needs of life. This is a family that deserves this help and asks to live in dignity 100

212 Keserwen I 21CLM65992 Moussa Youssef Khalil71190124 21 The Khalil family is made up of a father who is 81 years old and 4 single children: 54,51,48 and 43 years old, 3 of whom are undergoing chronic and costly medical treatment. The son, who suffers from depression, is the only one who works part-time to support his family, who are all unemployed (the family lives in the mountains, job offers are almost absent on one side and on the other hand, their advanced age and transport to the coast cost them too much to find work). Medical costs amounted to .5 million each month - not to mention the father's oxygen bomb which also comes to 1 million monthly - Daily expenses for food, means of heating, the generator for the oxygen which have become a great burden on the family and difficult to provide. Unfortunately, it is a family of 5 members who relies on a single salary, which of course is insufficient. She lives in debt and in order to be able to face this high cost of living, she went to the office for a request for help at all levels. . Please consider this case at 100

213 Keserwen I 22CLM08915 Geryes Antoun Rizik03678925 20 The family residing in the mountains in a family home is made up of a 53-year-old father, a 40-year-old mother and 5 children, one of whom is disabled. The couple works at half salary (2 million) which is certainly impossible to raise a large family of 7 members, the father is looking for another job to be able to meet the needs of his family. He follows continuous medical treatments also even for his sick daughter with specific needs (diaper, milk and special food). The family suffers from the lack of food, gasoline for heating and the inability to pay for the schooling of 5 children, hence the risk of stopping their studies. The essential and main daily needs for life have become almost absent, the can no longer face the cost of living and the requests for help at all levels increase, the family then lives in debt, it asks for urgent help at the level food. It is a family in great need and deserves to live in dignity.100

214 Keserwen I 21CLM71890 Boutros Tanios Al Khoury03303667 20 The family, which resides in its own small house, is made up of a couple: a 54-year-old father, a 42-year-old mother, chronically ill, at home and unemployed, taking care of her 5 children: 10 years old, twins from 8 years old, 5 years old and 3 years old all go to school. The 82-year-old maternal grandmother also lives with the family and undergoes continuous medical treatment that is too expensive for the son to afford. Friends, relatives and benefactors help the family but according to their ability given the very difficult economic situation of the country which makes citizens unemployed. The father is looking for a suitable job to meet the needs of his family, especially since it is a family of 8 members and needs a lot of help at all levels: school, food, engine, means of heating and transport, milk. and especially drugs. The misery experienced by this family pushes them to live in debt. Daily expenses are a burden to him. She deserves all financial and social help.100

215 Keserwen I 22CLM08289 Abdo Youssef Sarkis### 20 Abdo, elderly and disabled person (65 years old) lives with his 57-year-old wife in his own house in the mountains. The couple have 2 married children, one of whom - the 30-year-old son - lives with him and his family: his 28-year-old wife and his 6-month-old son. The couple at home and unemployed, follows too expensive and continuous medical treatments that he never manages to ensure them regularly for lack of financial means since only the son who works as a soldier at the gendarmerie for a very low salary is 1200000L. I. which is never enough to cover the needs of both families, especially the specific needs of the baby. It is a family that lives in debt and relies on benefactors to be able to face these difficulties of life. The family needs a lot of help and all levels such as food, financial means for the purchase of medicines and means of heating for the baby and also not to forget the milk for its growth.The family needs a lot of help and all levels.100

216 Keserwen II 22CLM12114 Saiid M ### 20Said has a wife who is lactating and 2 children under 5. His wife is unemployed. He cannot afford to pay his rent and is threatened of eviction. He has debts up to 150 million LBP and his income is 1million LBP. He might not be able to afford his children's school registration. 100

217 Keserwen II 21clm77055 Fadi 
Fo

ua
71924150 22  Fadi 60 YO) lives with his wife (55 YO) with 2 chidren minors. in a small room at achkout very humid. Fadi suffer from  cancer, worked as a daily labor .irregular income.He needs a medecine caost 1,000,000 per month the mother work as housekeeper at the village to help her husbund. diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.100

218 Keserwen II 10clm016117 Hanaa tanios Saker71773438 23        Hanaa widow (55 YO) with 2 chidren minors. in a small room at kfardibianet very humid. , worked as a daily labor .irregular incomes.shee needs a medecine caost 1,000,000 per month the mother work as housekeeper at the village , diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.                                                                        -100



219 Keserwen II 21clm70267 georgettes gerges beaino03594507 18  The family composed of 2 members live at kfardibian. it suffers from poverty especially in the  absence of the husband. The married children are unemployed, and the mother georgettes 85 yo relies on her single daughter who works irregularly to meet on the one hand the medical needs of her mother who follows expensive treatments , whose monthly expenses come in at over 700,000 LBP - and on the other hand the other regular daily expenses that a family needs which come to 3 million LBP per month diapers, food, psychological support...).. This difficult economic situation forces them to live in debt and to ask for help at all levels.75

220 Keserwen II 21clm08234 georgette Tanios Abi Rached03538576 16 Fadi 60 YO) lives with his wife (55 YO) with 2 chidren minors. in a small room at achkout very humid. Fadi suffer from  cancer, worked as a daily labor .irregular income.He needs a medecine caost 1,000,000 per month the mother work as housekeeper at the village to help her husbund. diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.50

221 Keserwen II 21clm25488 Margot kh70742959 16This lady lives in Zouk Mikael in a rented room for 300,000 LBP per month. She is 70-years-old and presents a very weak health. She is unable to ensure her basic vital needs because of the daily large expenses. Recently, she was operated because of a fracture, her relatives helped her. She came to Caritas asking our help and support to ensure the rent. she is very vulnerable and poor.50

222 Keserwen II 22clm08235 Atef eli03484519 16 Atef (70 YO) lives with his wife (66 YO) and son (45 YO) in a rented apartment. Their rent is 800,000 L.L. per month and they are two months behind. Atef retired, worked as police security  and earns half his salary which is 1,200,000 L.L. per month. His son is mentally retarded doesn’t have the ability to work. the mother diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.50

223 Keserwen II 21clm27833 charbel Antoine jihamy70411592 16 charbel in prison ,  4 chidren minors. in a small room at Antoura very humid.  the mother work as housekeeper at the village Diabethic ,she    needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.50

224 Keserwen II 22clm12166 Jamil yo70411592 24 jamil 48 YO) lives with his wife (45 YO) with 5 chidren minors. in a small room at  very humid. jamil , worked as a daily chef .irregular income.He needs a medecine caost 1,000,000 per month the mother work as housekeeper at the municipality to help her husbund. diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.100

225 Keserwen II 20clm11958 walid Sa76084300 20  walid 68 YO) lives with his wife (55 YO) with 2 chidren who suffer from chrinic deseaces. in a small room at antoura very humid. walid diabethic, worked as a daily labor .irregular income zt municipality.He needs a medecine caost 1,000,000 per month the mother work as housekeeper at the village to help her husbund. diabetic   needs to follow up with her doctor from time to time. Her medications cost around 600,000 L.L. per month and she wants to stop taking them because they are too expensive and they can't afford them anymore. The family also has 2,000,0000 L.L. as debt. This family's income is barely enough to pay rent and bills, buy food and medications and pay back their debts. A cash assistance can help them provide some of their basic needs or pay a part of their debt back.100

226 Keserwen II 22clm08424 Verra moussa diab76505321 18 The family composed of 4 members live at shayleh. it suffers from poverty especially in the  absence of the husband. The married children are unemployed, and the mother suffer from cancer s relies on her single daughter who works irregularly to meet on the one hand the medical needs of her mother who follows expensive treatments , whose monthly expenses come in at over 700,000 LBP - and on the other hand the other regular daily expenses that a family needs which come to 3 million LBP per month diapers, food, psychological support...).. This difficult economic situation forces them to live in debt and to ask for help at all levels.75

227 Keserwen II 21clm61753 salwa georges makhlouf76537367 19The family lives in Zouk Mousbeh in a rented house at 4,000,000 L.L. The father, died a year ago ,was working  in house construction. his wife salwa 60 yo had diabetes for 6 years now and she is under a permanent medical treatment. she has 2 daughters  24 yo ,26 yo,. They works hardely with 1,200,000 per month.they  have a lot of needs because the income is not enough. His daughter who is 25 years old used to work in a Hairdressing salon, but due to the economic situation of the country she is unemployed right now.. The case needs urgent help. The expenses remain huge and the family needs our help.75

228 Koura 20CLM09233 Toufic  Mikhael El Faham3247620 15 The Lebanese family El Faham is composed of 3 members. The head of household, Toufic elderly is 62 YO and his wife Nohad is 54 YO. They have one daughter Micheline is 13 YO educated in private school. The father work as a farmer with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. He has hypertension, cholesterol and diabetic problems. And concerning, his wife, she is a housewife, she takes care of her house. She suffer from gland problems. The parent needs chronic medical drugs which cost around 900,000 LBP/month. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications.50

229 Koura 20CLM09223 Kamil Adib El Chami3941130 19 The Lebanese family El Chami is composed of 6 members. The head of household, Kamil elderly is 61 YO and his wife Sousan is 59 YO. They have 4 children: Josiane is 39 YO, Adib is 25 YO, Diana is 25YO and Jackie is 23 YO. The father has been unemployed for three month this is due to his accident and he need a continuous care at home, he has hypertension, cholesterol and anemia. And concerning, his wife, she is a housewife, she takes care of her house. She suffer from anemia. Both Josiane and Adib have with disability (PWD), Diana and Jackie educated in official university. Also Jackie suffer from a severe anemia, she need blood tests every 6 month and need medical drugs. Hence the father is not able to ensure the basic needs of his family. The family needs chronic medical drugs which cost around 710,000 LBP/month. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications.75

230 Koura 20CLM13068 Dalia  Joseph Haykal81378885 17 This family Lebanese is composed of 5 members. The widowed Dalia is 35 YO, she has 4 children: Charbel is 20 YO, Vanessa is 14 YO, Chadi 11 YO and Mirella 6 YO educated in official school. The mother is the financial source of her family after the death of her husband, she works as a housekeeper at school, for a very minimal salary averaging LBP 750,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs.75

231 Koura 20CLM15334 Ghada  Georges Shamoon70760548 15 This family Lebanese is composed of 5 members. The widowed Ghada is 61YO, she has 3 children: two daughter married and single son Youssef is 31 YO. This family are living critical period due the diced the father Antonios in four month after a battle with cancer.S She needs chronic medical drugs which cost around 1,500,000 LBP/month. His son Charbel is a daily worker in the vegetable shop with salary 1,000,000 LBP. The mother is a housewife, she suffer hypertension, cholesterol and diabetic problems and medications.50

232 Koura 20CLM29032 Georgette Issa El Darzi81879522 16 Georgette widowed women is 70 YO, lives alone in the house of her cousin. She don’t have children and suffers from several chronic diseases (Diabetes, cholesterol, arterial hypertension…). She is under regular treatment. In addition, she suffers from arthritis (joint inflammation). She needs very expensive medical treatment which is about 2,126,000 L.L. and don’t have the capacity to pay the cost of the medication. This widowed woman is poor and vulnerable without any material support or assistance for this. She needs this help in order to be able to cover the debt for the cost of medicines.50

233 Koura 22CLM09114 Amalna Toufic Moussa Toufuc Moussa3514510 16 This family Lebanese is composed of 6 members. The widowed Amalna 94 YO live with her son Ziad 58 YO, his wife Rita is 43 YO and their 3 children: Tony 18 YO, Miya 14 YO and Nour 11YO. The widowed women Amalna, is bedridden and suffers from hypertension, diabetic problems and she requires a lot of attention, diapers and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges. In addition, the son Ziad, he works as a daily worker in industry with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,500,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover to pay all the cost of the treatments and the basic needs of her family. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications. 50

234 Koura 20CLM31372 Semaan Antonios Nohra71941190 17 This family Lebanese is composed of 5 members, two elder the head of household, Antonios is 65 YO and his wife Marie is 65 YO.  They have two married boys and one girl. The married son Georges (34 YO), his wife Rakel (30 YO) and their baby Elio is 2 months are living with them. This family lives in a very difficult economic situation due to regular medical expenses. They are forced to pay each month approximately 3,600,000 LBP. The father is not in good health and suffers hypertension, cardiac problems and chronic renal failure and he’s under hemodialysis and needs a regular treatment at the hospital which is around three sessions per weeks. The mother suffer cardiac problems. Hence the son Georges as a solder and he does not have a fixed salary and not enough to cover the costs of his parent's medicines and basic needs of his baby boy. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications. 75

235 Koura 19CLM29405 Tony Youssef Kozhaya3873570 16 This Lebanese family is composed from 6 members: the head household Tony is 54 YO and his wife Rida is 60 YO. They have one daughter Rima is 30 YO married and living with them. Her husband Fouad is 36 and two children: Joya is 4 YO and Charbel 2 YO. The father is a daily worker in the vegetable shop with salary 1,000,000 LBP. He suffers hypertension, diabetic problems, the mother is not in good health and suffers plaque sclerosis. The parent needs chronic medical drugs which cost around 800,000 LBP/month. In addition, the daughter, helps them as much as possible but she doesn’t have the capacity to pay all the cost of the treatments and the basic needs of her family and two children. The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (LBP 800,000 per month). This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications. 50

236 Koura 20CLM32569 Najwa Badih Melki76346523 15 Najwa (71 YO) widowed women sick suffers from diabetes, hypertension and she is under a regular treatment which is about 800,000 LBP. This widowed lives alone in a small house; she have four children who are married and one of her married sons takes care of her as much as he can (with her treatment) because he has his own family life. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications. 50

237 Koura 20CLM32571 Mecheline  Joseph Al Achi70327914 16 This family Lebanese is composed of 4 members. The widowed Micheline (55 YO) have 3 children: Jean Pierre is 17 YO, Caline is 16 YO and Sabine is 13 YO educated in private school at the expense of the Ministry of Affairs. The mother only pays for the scholar registration. This family are living critical period due the diced the father Doumitt in one year ago after a battle with corona. The mother is a housewife, she suffer hypertension and cholesterol. This family is vulnerable, without any financial support, hence the mother is not able to meet the basic needs of daily life for her children. 50

238 Koura 22CLM07879 Layla  Jamil El Watter3282605 14 Layal (73 YO) widowed women after the diced the father Jamil in 3 month, the son Assaad is 53 YO and her wife Carmine is 53 YO living with you. The mother Layal suffers from hypertension and asthma. The son has been unemployed, due to his critical health problem and suffers from a chronic illness and vision problems not seeing properly. His wife Carmine suffers from diabetic problems.  The parent needs chronic medical drugs which cost around 3,100,000 LBP/month. This family is in need of assistances in order to help to meet her basic needs and medications. 50

239 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12061 Josephine Nasr05431725 23Widowed Elderly woman suffers from chronic disease lives alone, and does not have any financial income. Charity organization and churches support her. She needs financial support to secure her basic needs and medications100

240 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12067 Rami Attieh76032983 14Family composed of 5 members: Father, mother and 3 kids.  The father suffers from thyroid problems and he needs a treatment  They have 3 children, who are under 18 years old. The father works as a fisherman he is a day laborer, he has no fixed salary   The mother is a housewife who takes care of their children 50

241 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12055 Elias Abou Nasr03959689 15The lebanese family is composed of 6 members: The Husband his wife and the married son who has a 2 kids and her wife is pregnant, they are living in nahmeh. The Father became jobless due to the economic crisis The son works in the lebanese army and  he is the only provider for this family. His very low monthly income isn t enough   to ensure their basic needs and they are in need for a financial and medical support The husband and her wife are suffering from heart  diseases and diabetics .50

242 Littoral Du Chouf 20clm32135 Jack  Dagher03/80392716Jack is married and lives with his wife, son and mother.  became jobless due to the economic crisis.No income He is the only provider for the family. His son was born prematurely and is ill and needs a monthly treatment that costs 2 million Lebanese lira . The house consists of 3 rooms and needs rehabilitation due to some moisture problem and water leaks and need new furniture. This family is in dire need of help to secure the son's treatment and other basic needs.50

243 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12093 Latife Moubayed71884871 19is a widowed lebanese  woman. She has 3 adults who aren t able to support her financially because they have a limited income . Latife suffers from  diabetes and needs a costly treatment around 1 million LBP per month. Note that she isn t able to ensure her treatment every month due to financial issue.75

244 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12095 Elie Abou Abdallah71325994 14The Lebanese family is composed of 5 members . The head of family, his wife and 3 minors. The head of family works as a driver and earns a limited monthly income which isn t enough to ensure the basic needs of the family and the costly treatment for the 2 sons who suffer from the thalassemia. Note that The kids are attending school50

245 Littoral Du Chouf 20CLM13785 Laure Aziz Yazbek76/68993414Laure Aziz Yazbeck A married woman lives with her husband in their home.  The husband does not work due to the economic crisis in the country.  She suffers from diabetes, hypertension and heart disease. The rent is for 450,000 LBP per month.  She has 6 children who are all married, but one of them is divorced and has two children who also live with their grandmother and she takes care of them.  Her son is also unemployed due to the situation in the country (economic crisis and covid-19).  The house consists of 3 rooms in an average condition. This family desperately needs help.50

246 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12097 Elias Francis05601370 14The lebanese family is comppsed of 3 members  The head of family, his wife and adult daughter No one suffers from important medical issue Elias francis and his wife are searching for a job Their adult daughter continues her study in the university50

247 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12104 Lilliane Bou Sleiman03872603 18is a Lebanese married woman lives in the house with her husband. 2 kids and her parents She works and she is the only provider for the family. She has a very low income Her husband suffers from heart disease and needs medicine Her father broke his hip and has a cancer. He has a monthly costly treatment and medicine around 600$ Her mother has a dyalisis  and needs diapers75

248 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12107 Sonia El Azzi07920776 20The Lebanese large family, lives in ain al assad. composed of  10 members (the parents, grandmother and their 7 children). The Father became jobless due to the economic crisis. No income  His wife takes care of their children and helps the grandmother.  All children are at school and university.  benefactors and Caritas assisted the family some of food. Their economic situation is very difficult especially that they have debts (electricity, heater ...).  This family suffer from health’s problems the father has asthma and the grandmother suffers from Alzheimer’s 100

249 Littoral Du Chouf 22CLM12115 Amal Gerjis Mattar71/12284117Widowed Elderly woman suffers from chronic disease lives with her son,( her son is a drug abuser ) and does not have any financial income.  Charity organization and churches support her.  She needs financial support to secure her basic needs and medications75

250 Marjeyoun 19CLM26425 NEMER FOUAD HADDAD### 15The family is composed of the father Nemer who is 57 years old and he is disabled, the mother Thérèse who is 43 years old. The children Stéphanie, 17 years old and Nada 13 years old, Sophie 11 years and Elias 5 years old. They are all in good health.  Mr. Nemer, the head of house is the only bread winner; He is in debt and responsible for a large family.  he is currently unemployed and handicapped following a recent accident and suddenly he broke his shoulder and therefore he needs very expensive physical sessions (25 sessions / 150,000 LBP). He has no other resources . Mrs. Thérèse takes care of the children  Stéphanie, Sophie and Elias attend an expensive private school,Except Nada, attend public school.  The family lives in a rented house (LBP 750,000 per month).  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Food kits.  50



251 Marjeyoun 20CLM32407 NADIM ADIB AL HASBANY### 14The family is composed of the father Nadim who is 71 years old and has cardiac problems and chronic illnesses, the mother Siham who is 57 years old. The children Adib, 22 years old and Nina 18 years old are both in good health.  The father, Nadim, the head of house is ill and suffers from a handicap (cardiac and blood pressure). He is undergoing ongoing and expensive medical treatment. Lately, he has been unemployed; The wife works is the only bread winner as a contract secretary in a private school,she currently earns half a salary with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,500,000 per month which is not enough to cover all the family expenses, especially since she has 2 children: the son continues his university studies and the daughter also continues her technical studies but she is handicapped, and has hearing problems and always requires special care, prosthetic devices and very expensive.  This family lives in house is a private .  The family has a very minimal income.  The family is in dire need of assist50

252 Marjeyoun 19CLM25256 GABI FADIL WANNA### 14The family is composed of the father Gabi who is 45 years old, the mother Chérine who is 38 years old. The children Gaelle, 15 years old and Maroun, 12 years old and Miguel, 8 years old. Gaelle and Miguel are both in good health, except Maroun who suffers from scoliosis. Mr. Gabi is the only bread winner; he works as a forest ranger with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month  needs. Mrs. Chérine does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her children. Gabi, the head of house is in debt and responsible for a large family. Her salary barely covers household expenses, plus school fees, children's needs and monthly bills. The woman is at home.  her son Maroun suffers from a back disease scoliosis, a spinal sprain. He needs continuous care, specialized and expensive follow-up. In addition, he urgently needs a very expensive special corset (25,000,000 L.L.).   Gael attends a public school but Maroun and Miguel attend a private school . The family lives in an owner's house.  The fam50

253 Marjeyoun 19CLMC016927 FAHIMA DAOUD AL NACHACH### 18The family is composed of a single woman Fahima who is 65 years old with different chronic diseases (kidney, diabetes, blood pressure, heart).  She lives alone and she takes a lot of very expensive drugs.  She moves with difficulty and cannot do any work;  This Woman doesn’t income. This woman's morale is very low because she suffers from all these illnesses and is as if left alone without companions.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, medical support.75

254 Marjeyoun 19CLMC021904 ROZLINE MEKHAEL BCHARA### 18The family is composed of the sister Rozline who is 76 years old and has cardiac problems and chronic disease, the sister Thérèse who is 75 years old and has a severe case and arthritis in her knees. Rozline, the house of hold, she is the eldest sister and is a single, elderly and very sick girl. She suffers from heart problems.  She must also undergo continuous and costly medical treatment. She takes care of her widowed sister who is also chronically ill. Two elderly sisters live alone, without income or resources.  This family lives in a house owned by their parents. Family in debt  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  75

255 Marjeyoun 20CLM08885 KHALIL BOTROS ABOU SAMRA### 14The family is composed of the father Khalil who is 50 years old and has chronic illness, the mother Hanné who is 43 years old and has a chronic disease. The children Peter, 8 years old,  Héléna, 6  years old and Veronica, 4 years old are in good health.  Mr. Khalil, the head of family is the only bread winner; he is sick (Hypertension, Triglycerides) and suffers from disc. He works as a daily construction worker with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs and for the family expenses. Mrs. Hanné, his wife suffers from osteoarthritis and disc; she is at home and takes care of the children. Both are undergoing expensive medical treatment. Thus, marital conflicts constantly arise. the father is in debt. Peter, Héléna and Veronica attend public school.  This family lives the house is private property. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Food kits.  50

256 Marjeyoun 19CLMC023743 JOE ELIAS MATAR### 16The family is composed of the father Joe who is 47 years old and has a chronic disease, the mother Paula who is 38 years old and has a severe disc and arthritis. The children Lucia, 9 years old and Joseph, 5 years old are both in good health.  Mr. Joe is the only bread winner; he is ill (blood pressure, diabetes and asthma), he works as a day worker with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mrs. Paula does not work .She suffers also from chronic illness (disc and arthritis). Both are undergoing expensive medical treatment. Thus, conjugal conflicts constantly arise. the father is in debt. Both Lucia and Joseph attend private school private school, The family lives in a rented house with the rent (LBP 375,000 per month). and the rental costs have not been paid for 3 months.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, medical support, Food kits.  50

257 Marjeyoun 19CLM25756 ROBERT KARIM EL HAJJ### 15The family is composed of the father Robert who is 56 years old and has chronic disease, the mother Manal who is 32 years old. The children Elie, 13 years old, Tia, 11 years old, Marie-line and Marita (twins), 5 years old and Naya , 3 years old. All the children are in good health except Marita who suffering from an autism spectrum. Mr. Robert , the head of family is a daily laborer, but now he is unemployed. He is ill (Hypertension, disc).  He is in debt  Manal, the wife, she is the only bread winner; she works as a contract teacher's aide in a school with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs and all of her husband and daughter's medical expenses . Moreover, they have a daughter suffering from an autism spectrum (behavioral disorders, communication difficulties, lack of perception),  She also needs continuous attention, and must undergo treatment with a speech therapist and a psychomotor therapist, for 2 very expensive sessions per week.  The C50

258 Marjeyoun 20CLM00576 GEORGETTEELIAS AL QARQAFI### 18The family is composed of the mother Georgette who is 79 years old and has chronic disease and persistent depression, the daughter Micheline who is 58 years old and has chronic disease.  Mrs. Georgette, the head of house is an elderly widow, sick and semi-paralyzed (tension, chronic urinary tract infection (nephritis), stomach problem….very expensive medical treatment. no income or resources. she suffers from persistent depression. Micheline, her only daughter, is unemployed; she is ill from arthritis and disc, and suffers from depression as her mother, she cannot work. she needs psychological support. The family lives in a house owner.  Family is in debt.  The family need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  75

259 Marjeyoun 20CLM01994 ELIE JEAN ABOU NAKOUL### 19The family is composed of the father Elias who is 39 years old and has a chronic disease and handicap, the mother Dalia who is 31 years old. The children Vinny, 7 years old and Rafqa, 4 years old are both in good health. Except Ivan who is 5 years old and has a handicap and an autism spectrum. Mr. Elias is the only bread winner; He is a war disabled person, he lost his left leg during the Lebanese war. He then put on prosthesis. He has a café and lives by the sweat of his brow to be able to provide for the needs of his 3 little ones. he work is very timid, he receives a very minimal amount unstable averaging LBP 1,000,000 per month, Especially since he has a child who is undergoing treatment with a speech therapist 3 times a week and the costs of these sessions are very expensive.  He is in debt.  Mrs. Dalia does not work  The chidren: Vinny , Ivan and Rafqa attend private school.   The family lives in a house owner, it is composed of 2 rooms, not sufficient for the family. The family need of assistances such75

260 Marjeyoun 21CLM26404 FADI ABED ABOU SAMRA### 14The family is composed of the Husband Fadi who is 31 years old and has disease illness and handicap. The wife Aamcha who is 29 years old and has chronic illness.  Mr. Fadi is the only bread winner; but he is unemployed, suffers from a disability due to a chronic disease in his feet, and suffers from a depression due to his inability to work.No income. He  take expensive monthly medications, and he urgently needs surgery on his feet, but the cost is expensive. he has many debts.As for the wife, Aamcha  she does not work; She also suffers from high pressure and psychological disorders and also takes monthly medications. The family lives in a rented house (LBP 375,000 per month). the rental costs have not been paid for 6 months. She currently depends on a few humanitarian aids.  The family needs of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Food kits.  50

261 Metn l 22CLM06397 Micheline Semaan Harika03287923 14Joseph is a 68 year old father of 2 who is unemployed because 3 years ago his leg was amputated as a result of diabetes so he is on a walker. He has 2 children who are still continuing their education. The only resource that they have is 4.000.000LL that a family member sends them from abroad but it is not enough to cover their needs. 50

262 Metn l 22CLM05881 Pierre Je70959402 15Pierre is a 47 year old father of 3 who is a soldier in the Lebanese army with a salary of only 2.160.000LL. Pierre is the only working member of the family since his wife Jocelyne is not employed and his 3 children still continue their education. Pierre's salary alone is not enough for a family of five since he has to pay every month 550.000LL for the bank as house loan and 1.000.000LL for the generator, leaving the family with only 600.000LL which is not enough even for food without forgetting the school fees, water and electricity.50

263 Metn l 22CLM08020 Andree H76 92972114Andree is a 60 year old widow who lives with her single son Charbel who is the only bread winner because his sister Nada is married and his mother Andree suffers from breast cancer and is hospitalized. Although he has a university degree, Charbel works in a supermarket with a salary of only 2.000.000LL from which he has to pay 300.000LL per month for the rent of the house and 800.000LL for the generator, leaving them with only 900.000LL for electricity, food and everyday needs and this is why they are in debt until today for 10.000.000LL for the hospital.50

264 Metn l 22CLM06751 Georgette W03181010 15Najwa is 59 year old and single woman who works in several houses in cleaning. Najwa lives with her sister Zalfa and her mother Najwa in their own old house. Najwa's mother Georgette is 79 years old and sick so Zalfa stays home all day to take care of her. Georgette has 5 other siblings but they are not able to help her because they are all married, have their own families and expenses. Georgette ha several medications which cost around 1.000.000LL per month. Najwa's salary is enough for only th emedication of her mother, but they have other expenses which include most importantly food and generator. The church helps them as much as possible but they need financial support to be able to survive.50

265 Metn l 22CLM10748 Marie La ### 18Marie is a female headed household who is taking care of 3 children. She has severe health problems and can barely afford to pay the different expenses. 75

266 Metn l 22CLM10896 Chadia G ### 20Chadia is the head of the household living with her husband who's an elderly and her 3 sons and 1 daughter. They are both unemployed and their children are also unemployed, 3 of them are students. The husband suffers from hypertension and trigliceride. they have debts of 45,000,000 LBP and can barely afford to live in decency. Only the daughter is still studying at a public university as for the 2 other sons, they left because they couldn't afford the expenses. 100

267 Metn l 22CLM11281 Fayez H ### 15Fayez and his wife are both elderlies living with their son who can barely afford his own expenses. They are both sick and need medication on a monthly basis. They have different debts and cannot afford their expenses. 50

268 Metn l 21CLM82522 Najibe N ### 22Najibe is a female headed household living at Dbayeh with her family. Her husband was recently fired from his work and theu fo not have a stable source of income. They are both sick and can barely afford they medications and different expenses. 100

269 Metn l 22CLM05816 Antoinette K70090970 14Antoinette is a 57 year old mother of three who works as a caretaker to an elderly with a salary of 1.500.000LL per month. Antoinette's husband Saad Allah is unemployed for over seven years because he has heart problems. They have three children and all of them are still single and all are soldiers in the Lebanese army. Four out of 5 people in the house have jobs but their salaries combined as they say is not enough to cover their needs which include most importantly the medication of their father which is 1.400.000LL and the rent of the house which is 1.750.000LL and the generator, 2.000.000LL.50

270 Metn l 22CLM07811 Mariana Farhan Sammour70570674 14Mariana is a 45 year old mother of three who became a widow 2 months ago. Her husband Sakr was a retired soldier. Mariana has 3 children who are all students. As an income she only has 1.800.000LL. One of her daughters suffers from cancer. Mariana ha several health problems, mainly disk so she can't work for long hours. She is still in shock after losing her husband. The close family members are not supporting her and she is under medication for nervous issues. She has to pay 30.000.000LL as school fees per year and the loan of the house which is 260.000LL and the generator 1.200.000LL per month. She still doesn't have a clear idea of how to continue her life as a mother of and take their responsibility alone.50

271 Metn l 19CLMC018325 Katherine Youssef Bou Zeid71733371 15An elderly single who lives together in her parents old, deteriorated and dirty house. She has mental retardation. As a living, she sells eggs and bread on the streets. Although there are people in the village that help her a little but she is in constant need of help to survive.50

272 Metn l 19CLMC018751 Hanaa Geryes Rabaamed70308890 142 siblings living together after the death of their parents. One of them is autistic and is under constant treatment which costs more than 200.000LL each month. The other, works in a dentist’s clinic with a salary of 2000.000LL. Her salary is not enough to cover all the expenses because they live in a rented house (400.000LL/month). She hasn’t paid the rent for the last 3 months and she is struggling to find a second job in order to take care of herself and her autistic sister but she doesn't know how to do it because she is being treated for cancer.50

273 Metn l 20CLM31284 Nouhad Louis Nohra03307324 15Two elderly living in a rented house without a resource. They both used to work but not anymore because of their age. They have 2 children who are married and have families. The son was able to help a little but after the Beirut explosion, his house and shop were affected so he is not able to continue helping. Their daughter is employed but she in her turn has 2 children that she is responsible of. She gives her parents a small amount each month because they take care of her children but the amount is not enough.50

274 Metn l 20CLM03907 Raffi Malikon Maradian03890254 17Anahid is 72 years old and suffers from cancer and is under treatment. She needs to be hospitalized every month for few days. her husband is an elderly too who doesn't work. She has 2 sons. One of them works to take care of the expenses of the family while the other takes care of his parents especially his sick mother. 75

275 Metn l 20CLM31200 Georges Elias Fares71100780 14A physically handicapped person who lives alone in his brother’s house. Although he is a handicap, he works full time with a salary of 1.000.000LL. He has to sleep every night with the oxygen machine. He doesn’t have enough money to buy the machine so he pays rent each month 742.000LL. The rest of the salary is not enough because he has medication that costs 500.000LL monthly, other than the food.50

276 Metn l 20CLM31233 Mariam Geryes Maalouly03970305 14Mariam is a mother of 2 who takes care of her children who are still students and her husband who is sick. They have debt which is 2.000.000LL  and they have to pay 2.500.000LL for the generator. Their income is only 1.500.000LL which is not enough to afford their basic needs. The priest of the region helps a little but they need more financial support in order to survive.50

277 Metn l 20CLM31240 Hoda Georges Lahoud79107871 14Hoda is a 49 years old mother of two children who still continue their education while her husband is sick and can't work at all. Hoda works as a secretary wit only 1.200.000LL as a salary which is not enough to provide the needs of a family of 4. Her husband needs allot of medication. Hoda takes care of him because he is in bed and needs diapers. Her family assists her as much as they can but she needs more financial support.50

278 Metn l 22CLM07541 Nelly Nkoula Sfeir76401557 14Nelly is a 50 year old mother of 2 who lost her husband 40 days ago in a car accident. Nelly became the only breadwinner of the family with a salary of only 1.200.000LL. Nelly works in a school as a helper for the teacher in the kindergarten. Rebecca, Nelly's youngest daughter is a student in a public school but there is the bus transportation which is 1.000.000LL per month and Rita is a university student but after her father's death she is thinking to try to attend a public university because she can't pay 11.780.000LL in a year as she used to. They don't know how to survive after the death of he father since the salary of the mother covers only the generator.50

279 Metn l 20CLM31193 Lena Sarkis Kouyoumjian03894790 14They were a family of four, living a simple life until the death of the father 4 months ago from covid 19, leaving the responsibility of the 2 children to his wife. One of the children is a severe case of autism and stays at home all the time. They used to live in a rented house but after the death of her husband, the wife decided to return to her parent’s house because with a salary of 700.000LL she is not able to pay the rent which is 750.000LL each month, the school fee of her 10 year old son and the needs of her 2 children. The school fee is 5 million LL each year but the school director will do her best to give her financial aid from this year on. She works part time job in an NGO because she can’t leave her daughter, who is autistic, with her elderly mother for very long hours because she gets harmful sometimes and the old grandmother can’t control her. She needs financial help because although her parents are able to accept her in their house but they can’t assist her with the expenses.50

280 Metn l 22CLM08103 Rachelle Je033532942 15Rachel is a 42 year old mother of 2 who is divorced and takes the responsibility of her children alone because their father is in prison. Rachel works for more than 10 hours a day and she has night shifts and that is why her young children who are 9 and 11 years old are left alone in the house taking care of themselves without the help of a grown up.  Rachel has heart problems and she takes medication. The house that they live in is Rachel's father's house. She has to pay for the generator 2.000.000LL and for the school bus 500.000LL and for her medication 430.000LL other than the food, the electricity, the maintenance of the building and that is why she is always in debt.50

281 Metn l 22CLM07941 Mariam Youssef Youssef71494582 14The father being a hairdresser was able to provide a balanced life for his family but because of covid 19 he was not able to work as much as he used to so they got in debt. Both his hairdresser salon and the house are rented and combined cost 2.050.000LL each month. The couple have four children. Two of the children are married. One of them is continuing his education in a public university, while the other who is 12 years old is physically handicapped and stays home. The mother can’t work because she can’t leave her son alone and she has to take care of him all the time. The medication that their son needs cost each month 700.000LL.  He should not stop physiotherapy but the because the parents can’t afford 35.000LL per day for it his health is deteriorating. They have to pay 5.000.000LL for the generator of the house and the salon.50



282 Metn II 22CLM10062 Amal M ### 14Amal and Nabil are both elderlies and live alone. They both have health problems and can barley afford to pay they different expenses. In addition, they have debts and pay rent.50

283 Metn II 21CLM02639 Ossana Khajer Khajerian71303641 15family of 3 without a stable income, unable to pay the rent and one of the members has diabetic needs daily medicines and treatments50

284 Metn II 21CLM08950 Pierre Moufid Saliba### 14Pierre is married,he lives with his family. His wife recently had a broken arm. 50

285 Metn II 22CLM10820 Rose N ### 15Rose's house is composed of 7 members including her husband who's an elderly. They are both unemployed and have debts up to 45,000,000 LBP. They cannot afford their expenses especially that their sons are living with them in addition to ther grandsons. they are paying electricity for 2,000,000 LBP, food 1,500,000 and medicines for 2,000,000 LBP. They need assistance asap.  50

286 Metn II 20CLM32162 Hanne Eli ### 19Hanne is a female head of household who is 71 years old. She has cancer and a broken shoulder. Her husband is 85 years old and is blind and has Parkinson. She has a son who is 43 year old and his salary is 1,000,000 LBP and a daughter who is 46 years old but unemployed. The 4 members live together in a 3 rooms house. 75

287 Metn II 20CLM29940 Amine Ali Ayoub### 142 elderlies with chronic diseases live alone without a stable income50

288 Metn II 20CLM29943 Elias Anis Kattoura### 21Family of 4 with young kids with a very small income, wife suffers from chronic diseases .100

289 Metn II 20CLM30903 Milede Gerges Abou Malhab ### 22Elderly alone suffers from chronic disasese, she doesn’t have a stable income100

290 Metn II 20CLM26199 Ojeini Joseph Karam ### 14family of 4 wife suffers from cancer, with low income, the father is a handyman also with not a stable income.the youngest is out of school and only 1 child is a student.50

291 Metn II 20CLM31743 Setta Laoun Kara Kozian### 21unaccompanied women with chronic diseases unable to work needs financial assistance in order to provide her daily needs and medications100

292 Metn II 20CLM27472 Silva Sarkis Kilaghbian### 19unaccompanied women with chronic diseases unable to work needs financial assistance in order to provide her daily needs and medications75

293 Metn II 20CLM19487 Adel Salim El Kahi### 242 elderlies with chronic diseases live alone without a stable income100

294 Metn II 21CLM19560 HaykanouchAwadis Kelendjian### 32Elderly alone taking care of triplets babies who lost their mother100

295 Metn II 21CLM07760 Rita Mardiros Jalloul 81397300 25Rita works with a very low income she has 2 small kids, her husband is unemployed. They needs support in order to provide milk and diapers and basic needs for all the family100

296 Metn II 21CLM25994 Joumana Amine Merhy### 222 elderlies with chronic diseases live alone without a stable income100

297 Metn II 21CLM82582 Georges
Yo

us
### 14georges and his family live in sin el fil, he's not able to get a job or work due to his disability ,they live in the house of their daughter,they are not able to cover their drbt which is more than 7000000 LBP. 50

298 Metn II 19CLMC013624 Noelly  Apraham Terzian### 26Elderly alone suffers from chronic disasese, she doesn’t have an income and no relatives to help her.100

299 Metn lll 20CLM05081 Roula Georges Al Barmaki ### 16Family of 3. The father suffers from renal problem (Dialysis), Amputation double lower limbs, cardiac problems, diabetes, Lack of vision in the left eye. His health problems prevents him from getting a job. The mother now is unemployed; she had to stay at home and take care of her ill husband. They are in debt 35,000,000 for the bank for their house. They have a car loan 7,000 USD, and another personal loan for the bank for 23,000,000. They pay every month for the father's  Medicines 1,200,000 L.L. And they have a loan at Barmaki's pharmacy for 1,500,000 L.L.50

300 Metn lll 20CLM22106 Najib Elie Nohra ### 14Family of 4. The father is out of job since 8 months. and trying to find one desperately since he has an almost 2 years old twin girl who need diapers and milk for around 350.000 L.L. per month minimum. The mother used to work in a hospital but when she had her twins she had to stop for a while, but she was ready to get back to work she also found herself out of job because of the economic crisis in Lebanon. They have to pay 600.000 L.L. per month for the rent, 50.000 L.L. for the electricity, and 50.000 L.L. for the generator. For food and basic needs they need around 1.000.000 L.L. Now the twins need a very expensive vaccine that the father cannot afford, and that is 300.000 L.L. in total for both.50

301 Metn lll 19CLMC020508 Nabil Joseph Rizkallah### 16Family of 4. The father has hepatitis B and cannot work, his health condition is very bad. The mother is looking for a job but no one would hire her right specially since she doesn't have any experience. They take care of 2 sons who are in school. The father worked as a day laborer but his health prevented him from continuing. He has to take medicines and they cost around 600.000 L.L. per month. They pay 700.000 L.L. for the rent, and electricity and generator in total 200.000 L.L. They have a lot of dept, and the medical condition of the father made everything more difficult for them. 50

302 Metn lll 20CLM24099 Patricia Maroun Al Asmar### 14Family of 6. The father works as a barber for men and earns only 2.000.000 L.L. per month. The mother is at home. They have 4 children 3 daughters aged 12, 9 and 3, and a 2 year old boy. 2 girls go to school and remain on their own at the school 13,000,000 L.L. to pay. The father suffers from severe diabetes. The family is in debt for 10.000.000 L.L. They also need for food and basic needs around 3.000.000 L.L. 50

303 Metn lll 20CLM32594 Wardeh Antonios Youssef### 19Family of 2. The mother is divorced since 2008. He was unfaithful and he became violent and started hitting his wife, so she left the house and filed for divorce. 3 years ago her son went into the bathroom and passed away in there all of a sudden. Her ex-husband got married and has 2 children. He does not pay for anything to his old family. The mother has not payed the rent since 4 months and is in dept for 8.000.000 L.L. she pays around 80.000 L.L. and for the generator around 1.000.000 L.L. Water 50.000 L.L. For food and basic needs 2.000.000 L.L. The mother also has a lot of medicine and they cost around 100.000 L.L. per month ( Cholesterol, Hepatitis).75

304 Metn lll 20CLM32616 Hilda Joseph Hani### 21A widowed who lives in a rented house with her son and daughter. She does not work and she suffers from a severe hernia and cannot afford to get a consultation and get tested and treated. Her daughter is unemployed and cant find a job specially with this crisis going on in the country. Her son works at Moulin D'Or and gets payed now only 750.000 L.L. They pay 750.000 L.L. for the rent, they pay 300.000 L.L. for the municipality and 350.000 L.L. for water. They are always lacking food and basic needs at home since there is only the son's income as a financial resource, and they need around 1.500.000 L.L. for that.100

305 Metn lll 20CLM32766 Gilbert Boulos Abi Elias### 15Family of 4. The father was working as a personal driver but because of the crisis in Lebanon, the family he used to work for had to travel and leave the country, and he found himself unemployed. His wife also became unemployed during the same period because of the situation. They have 2 children aged 13 and 12, and they go to the Antonine schools in roumieh and their tuition is 8.000.000 L.L. and he is in debt for the school for 30.000.000 L.L. He pays for food and basic needs around 3.000.000 L.L. per month. He pays for the municipality 150.000 L.L. for the water 350.000 L.L.50

306 Metn lll 20CLM32444 Rita Edward El Khoury3963563 19Family of 4. The father passed away in 2014 from prostate cancer. The mother works as a nurse aid at Saint Georges hospital in Achrafieh and earns 2.100.000 L.L. per month. She pays 750.000 L.L. for the rent every month for the brother in law.  Her old mother lives with her. She has 2 young girls aged 14 and 16. She needs around 3.000.000 L.L. for food and basic needs every month, and sometimes  more. She has to pay around 150.000 L.L. for the electricity and 1.000.000 L.L. for the generator. Her income is not enough for these expenses.75

307 Metn lll 22CLM06026 Rita Joseph Kallas 3834894 19Family of 3. The father is a very sick man suffering from severe diabetics and amputation in the legs and needs around 1.500.000 L.L. for his medicines, for the mother around 400.000 L.L. and for the son 500.000 L.L. because he is epileptic. Electricity 120.000 L.L. and food and basic needs 2.000.000 L.L. With the family lives The father's mother who is also sick and needs medicines for 400.000 L.L. every month. The mother has a job at the Lebanese university and earns around 1.500.000 L.L.75

308 Metn lll 22CLM07313 Carina Tanous Zeait03712295 20Family of 4. The father passed away in 2012 because of a heart attack. The wife Carina works as a hairdresser but earns only 400.000 LBP. She suffers from hypertenion, cholesterol, and triglyceride. She has 3 children. Karim is 20 years old and goes to university and is in good health. Karl is 14 years old who suffers from asthma and goes to a private school. Finally, Theresa who is 13 years old, in good health, and also goes to the same private school. Carina is in debt for around 30.000.000 LBP and is need for every possible assistance for her children. 100

309 Metn lll 21CLM86031 Daniel Aziz Abdo### 19 Family Abdo is composed of 5 members; The father and his 4 children. Daniel works in the Lebanese Army and earns 1.800.000 L.L. He has 4 children ; Vanessa is 18 years old, Melissa is 16 years old, Anthony is 12 years old, and Larissa is 7 years old. 2 years ago, on the 1st of April 2019, their mother decided to leave their father and their house, and she filed for divorce.  The father has to pay every month 550.000 L.L. for his house loan. The electricity bill is around 200.000 L.L. every month, the generator 1.500.000 L.L., as for the food and basic needs of this family, they need a minimum amount of 3.000.000 L.L.  It should be noted that Vanessa and Anthony both suffer from diabetes, and their medicines are covered by Chronic Care Center in Baabda, but due to the transportation problem, they sometime cannot bring it home. 75

310 Metn lll 19CLMC017083 Dany Boutros Al Sfayla### 18This family is composed of 4 members. The father Dany who is 48 years old, and suffers from a handicap in his leg and back, has been unemployed for 5 years and was not able to find a job since then and the crisis in Lebanon did not help him at all. The mother Christiane who is 38 years old and in good health, is working as a secretary. They have 2 young girls, Maria and Pia, aged 8 and 14. Pia suffers from asthma and has medications for 500.000 L.L. and recently her father was not able to find one of the most important medicines for her names Symbicort. They are in debt for the school for 6.600.000 LBP. They pay 850.000 L.L. for the rent, 1.300.000 L.L. for electricity and generator fees. For the food and basic needs they need around 3.000.000 L.L. every month. Dany is receiving some help from his brother, only from time to time. 75

311 Metn lV 20CLM32187 Jean Elie Karam71527528 19The family is composed of Jean who is 42 years old and is in good health, his wife Myriam who is 40 years old and suffer Multiple sclerosis and has an expensive treatment. Their children Elie who is 17 years old, Adalina who is 12 years old, Charbel who is 12 years old, Chris who is 8 years old and William who is 4 years old.  The father works as a truck driver in a company and earns 3,700,000 L.L. per month. All the children go to a semi-private school. The family lives in a rented house for which they pay 750,000L.L. per month. The landlord asked for a rise in the rent fees and asked them to leave if they cannot pay her more even though the conditions of the house are so bad that the walls and the roof are leaking water.  Myriam’s mother comes and lives with the family sometimes and she is an elderly woman with chronic diseases.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 75

312 Metn lV 20CLM32194 Samar Georges Abou Haidar70642936 15The family is composed of Samar who is 36 years old and suffers from hypertension and some mental health problems and her 2 sons Yorgo who is 11 years old and Kevin who is 10 years old. Her husband passed away a few years ago.  Samar is a daily worker at the post office and earns 1,500,000L.L. per month.  The kids attend a semi-private school. They live in their own house however she is finding it hard to provide fuel for heating.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 50



313 Metn lV 20CLM32202 Hikmat Nassib Saliba3103752 15The family is composed of Hikmat who is 59 years old and is a cancer patient and her daughter Elissa 22 years old and Yara 21 years old that are both in good health. Her husband passed away a few years ago.  The daughters are public university students. Elissa gives private tutoring lessons at home and earns 900,000L.L. per month that covers their transportation to and from the university. The mother cannot work because of her health problems.  They live in their own house.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 50

314 Metn lV 20CLM32340 Rajaa Najdat Semaan3189583 19The family is composed of the mother Rajaa who is 43 years old and has some problems in the thyroid gland and in her stomach, and her 2 sons Michel who is 8 years old and Charbel who is 11 years old that both have good health. Her husband passed away a while ago. Rajaa is looking for a job and takes any part-time job that she can find to be able to provide for her family.   The children go to a semi-private school.  They live in a house belonging to her husband’s family.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 75

315 Metn lV  21CLM07292 Lili Halim Abou Haidar03342778 19The family is composed of the father Rafik who is 73 years old and a cancer patient undergoing treatment and suffers from diabetes and hypertension, the mother Lili who is 69 years old suffers from hypertension and osteoporosis and their daughter Dolly who is 38 years old and is in good health.  Dolly is the breadwinner of the family working as a secretary and earning 1,300,000L.L. per month.  They live in their own house.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 75

316 Metn lV 20CLM20845 Manal Georges Fleyhan70288608 20The family is composed of the father Elie who is 47 years old and suffers from cholesterol, diabetes and hypertension and his wife Manal who is 41 years old and suffers from hearing problems and body pains resulting from an accident she was previously involved in. Their children Elza who is 15 years old, Elma who is 14 years old and Elie who is 7 years old. The girls are in good health; however, the boy suffers from asthma and allergy.  The father lost his job because of the economic crisis and currently he has bought goats and is trying to live by selling dairy products, fruits and vegetables. The wife cannot work because of her health problems.  The children attend a semi-private school.  They live in their own house and most of the time they do not have electricity and are facing problems providing fuel for heating especially that the house conditions are bad.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 100

317 Metn lV 19CLM26550 Rita Rabih Riachi78969718 19The family is composed of the father Dani who is 45 years old and is in a good health and his wife Rita who is 44 years old and suffers from heart problems, hypertension and mental health problems. Their children Marie-Ange who is 10 years old and Chris who is 9 years old are in good health.  Dani used to work as a driver but is currently unemployed because his car is damaged and he cannot afford to fix it. The mother cannot work because of her health problems.  The children attend a private school.  They live in a rented house for which they must pay 600,000L.L. per month but have been asked by the landlord to leave the house the soonest since they are not being able to pay the rent regularly.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance.  75

318 Metn lV 19CLM019177 Elias Rafik El Halabi3344038 16The family is composed of the father Elias who is 61 years old and suffers from hypertension and kidney failure therefore he is currently undergoing regular dialysis and his wife Waed who is 36 years old and is a cancer patient. Their children Sinay who is 7 years old and Taym who is 6 years old are in good health.  Elias used to work on a daily basis before his health state deteriorated and he had to start dialysis regularly so currently he does not work. Her wife does not work because of her health problems and to care for her children.  The children attend a public school.  They live in their own house.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 50

319 Metn lV 19CLM022846 Antoine Naiim Samaha3634477 16The family is composed of the father Antoine who is 45 years old and is in a good health, his wife Marie who is 42 years old and suffers from severe mental health problems causing her to spend long periods of time in the specialized centers or in the hospital. Their daughter Elsa who is 10 years old is in good health and is in orphanage and comes home every two weeks.  The father works in a company and earns around 2,000,000L.L. per month.  Currently Antoine lives with his mother who is a cancer patient and his sister who is also sick because his wife is in the hospital and his daughter is not always at home and he cares for them too.  They live in their own house.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 50

320 Metn lV 19CLM25137 Charlie Jamil Khoury3981488 20The family is composed of the mother Charlie who is 76 years old and lives alone. Her husband died a long time ago and her son and daughter are both married and can barely provide for their families. Charlie suffers from phlebitis, cholesterol and hypertension. She cannot work because of her health problems.  She lives in a rented house for which she has to pay 500,000L.L. per month and is at risk of eviction since the landlord is asking for more rent money that she cannot afford.   The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assistance. 100

321 Metn lV 19CLM26597 Khalil Ajej Abi Haydar70816292 17The family is composed of the father Ajej who is 84 years old and suffers from hypertension, cholesterol and heart problems and his wife Dunia who is 74 years old and suffers from asthma and osteoporosis. Their son Khalil who is 51 years old is not married and in good health. Their other son Hanibaal who is 48 years old and has a problem in his leg and his wife Jocelyne who is 33 years old who is in good health. They have 3 children Rafael who is 9 years old, Mirabelle who is 8 years old and Emanuel who is 7 years old are all in good health.  Khalil works in a sweets cuisine and earns 1,200,000L.L. per month. Hanibaal works as a daily worker as a farmer and earns around 1,000,000 L.L. per month. Jocelyne works in a company and earns 1,200,000L.L. per month. The mother and father cannot work because of their health problems.  The children attend semi-private school.  They live in their own house.  The family is in need of assistances such as: Food kits, Hygiene kits, Emergency Cash Assistance and medical assis75

322 Metn V 21CLM16302 Dany H ### 14Dany is the head of household who works as delivery man. His wife has a tumor in her head and recently became blind. They both have 2 children aged 13 and 16 yo. They pay rent and have several expenses in addition to debt of 2,100,000 LBP. His salary is not enough. 50

323 Metn V 20CLM33024 Christiane Sabbagh03591852 14 Widowed woman  lives alone in her own house.  She has only one adopted son who aged 24 years old, but he is in the prison from 2 years ago. she doesn't have any financial inscome and she suffers from chronic diseases and cardiac problems under regular medical treatment. And due to the support of Caritas, she's able to provider her medical treatment. Her sister tries to support her as much as she can. Family who need regular support. 50

324 Metn V 20CLM22875 Charbel Akiki 03601349 26 An elderly man lives with his elderly brother in their own house.  Both suffers from mental disability, and they're jobless without any financial income. Due to the bad economic situation they're not able to provide all their basic needs such as food, hygiene kits and medications since they suffers from chronic diseases and diabets so they're under a chronic treatment. The siblings support them but isn't enough due the economic and social situation in the country. The financial assistance provided by Caritas from U.S.A sponsorship project supported the family to provide all their basic needs. Family who deserves support and help from Caritas. 100

325 Metn V 20CLM22626 Dolly Keyrouz79169469 19 A married woman lives with her husband and 3 children in a rented house for 1,000,000LBPper month. They're late 2 months for paying the rent fees and the landlord  is now requesting a payment or he will evect them . Her children enrolled in a private school, due the difficult situation of this family doesn't pay the education fees for this year. Dolly  is the only provider for this family she works in castania company for  2,000,000LBP per month. Her husband suffers from diabetes, but due the bad economic situation and the high cost of medications, he's not following a treatment for his case. Due the difficult situation in the country the family have debts in many shops in order to provide their basic needs. 75

326 Metn V 20CLM33122 Caroline Hanna 3854670 18 Family composed of 4 members (Father, mother and  2 childrens one daughter aged 13 y.o and one new born daughter), they lives in a rented house for 1,000,000LBP per month.  The head of the family works in his own business for an irregular income, his monthly salary is less than 2,000,000LBP . The eldest daughter enrolled in a private school. The family selling their own items such as jewelery to provide their basic needs for their new baby and her daughter.Moreover they have more than 1,000,000LBP debts for supermarket and other shops.  Family needs support from Caritas to Provide her basic needs.75

327 Metn V 19CLMC023817 Ibrahim Al Hajj76008402 17 Family composed of 4 members (fatther, mother and  2 teenagers children) they live  in a rented house for 750,000LBP per month, but he's late 2 months for paying this fees and the landlord requested them to pay or he will evict them. the children enrolled at Kafaat school. The mother and 2 children's suffers from epylepsie  under regular expensive medical treatment and special follow up. The head of the family is the only provider he works in a bags shop for and and And he's an employee for an unstable income for an irregular income. Family who deserves help and support from Caritas.75

328 Metn V 19CLMC019525 Nadine Abdel Massih71716233 14 Family composed of 3 members (father, mother and one daughter aged 4 years old). They lives in a rented apartment for 1.500.000LBP/ month. The wife Nadine suffers from Leukimia cancer currently under regular medical expensive treatment. Nadine works in a company for a monthly income 950,000 LBP and the husband is a driver in a company for a monthly income 1,200,000LBP. The daughter enrolled in a private school.  Family who need special support provide their basic needs and the special medical treatment for Nadine.  Family who deserves help and support from Caritas. 50

329 Metn V 20CLM33256 Nawal Jebbara81969207 19 An elderly woman living alone in her relative house, she lost all  her siblings. Currently, she has no financial support from anyone,  she suffers from heart problems, diabetes and other chronic  diseases. Nawal under regular medical expensive  treatment. Nawal deserves support and assistance from caritas in order to be able to provide her basic needs and medications. 75

330 Metn V 20CLM27185 Rima Bou Zeid### 19 Rima lives with her 2 children (25y.o, 26y.o) in a rented house for 450,000LBP per month, they are late 9 months for paying the rental fees. She's separated from her husband.  The eldest son child works irregularly and the daughter is a nurse and she works in a hospital for a monthly income 1,500,000LBP.  Rima suffers from  breast cancer and always under medical regular treatment and special follow up. Moreover, her elderly mother who lives with them in the house, suffers also from cancer and she's under treatment Famiy who need support to provide her basic needs. 75

331 Metn V 20CLM34997 Joelle Tannous### 17 Joelle lives with her 2 children (9y.o,8y.o) in a rented house for 2,500,000LBP per month. She's always late  for paying this fees. Her elderly mother lives with her in the apartment.  Joelle is separated from her husband. She' currently working as a house keeper for an elderly woman for a monthly income 4,000,000LBP, but as she said she'll leave soon the job. Her children are in an internal school- St.Mansour Broumana.  Her mother suffers from chronic diseases under regular medical treatment, her daughter suffers from Bronchite and her son from NDHD (Heart dieasease). Joelle deserves regular support to provide the basic needs for his family.75

332 Metn V 21CLM24868 Pierrette Bassil76166935 20 Pierrette lives with his children (26y.o, 16y.o) in a relative house. She has 2 married children, and she is separated from her husband. There is no working member in the house. Her son is at Dekwaneh Techinical Official School, and her daughter is at Lebanese University She suffers from cardiac problems, chronic diseases and she is now under dyalise treatment. Her daughter has a mental health disorder.  Pierette receives some support in the medications from the dispensarries in the area and from some relatives. The financial assistance provided by Caritas USA sponsorhip support the family to provide the medications, hospitalizations and Basic needs. Family need special support and follow up100

333 Metn V 20CLM22480 Rosette Irani### 18 Rosette elderly single woman lives alone in a relative house. According to her age she can't work so she doesn't have any financial income. Rosette suffers from depression and she's under regular medical treatment and follow up  by a therapist and psycatric. Currently the medical treatment is very expensive for her and she cannot afford it. Rosette needs to be supported to provide her basic needs and her medications.75

334 Ras Beirut 20CLM31057 Hala Fa ### 14The family is composed of the mother Sabah who's 61 years old suffering from a severe case of Cancer. She needs a lot of medication and treatments which is impossible to her daughter Hala (36 y.o) who is currently at home taking care of her. Hala is the only breadwinner; she works as a receptionist in a company with a stable income of 2 750 000 LBP but has a debt to her boss for about 10 000 000 LBP. The house was severely affected due to the blast but she was assisted from another NGO and got the doors and windows adjusted. She can't affored buying anything additional to the primary; even she can't afford buying meat and chicken to her sick mother. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Hygiene kit, Food kit, Multipurpose cash .... 50

335 Ras Beirut 21CLM27396 Rita Vi ### 16The family is composed of the father Joseph who is 33 y.o, the wife Rita who is also 33 y.o and their 2 newborn babies Jean Paul and Theresa. Rita lives with her elderly parents who suffers from chronic diseases.Mr Joseph is the only breadwinner; he works as an accountant with an income of 3000 000 LBP which is insufficient to cover the basic needs of the family. The family is in dire need if assistances such as: Emergency Cash Assistances, Hygiene Kits, Multipurpose cash.50

336 Ras Beirut 21CLM07976 Hoda N ### 19The family is composed of two elderly living alone; the husband Mr. Haykal (79 y.o) who suffers from chronic disease and the wife Hoda (67 y.o). Mr. Haykal is the only breadwinner; he works in a journal with an income of 3 000 000 LBP which is insufficient to cover the basic needs. They pay the house expenses such as Generator (1800 000) and medications. In addition, they live in a rented house and they risk from eviction from the landlord who wants to raise the rent fees. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash, food kits, hygiene kits .....75

337 Ras Beirut 21CLM27198 Bouchra M ### 25Mrs. Bouchra is an elderly woman living alone in a house. She is 81 years old. The husband Jamal has advanced with chronic hypoxia and ventiltaory failure. He needs to use Oxygen supplementation continuously in addition to using the BIPAP machine at night and as needed during the day.The machine costs 200$; we could provide it to him. He is currently living in a care center. The family is in dire need of assistances such as Emergency Cash assistance, Adult hygiene kits, Food Kits, Multipurpose cash ....100

338 Ras Beirut 21CLM43791 Laure T ### 17Mrs. Laure is an elderly woman (79 y.o) who used to work as a beautician but currently unable to work because of her age and condition. She suffers from heart problems and hypertension. She rely on others' help in order to live and satifsty her basic needs. She has no access to medical and health services (no CNSS) and she can't afford paying the generator bills. Mrs. Laure is in needs of Emergency cash assistance, Food kits, hygiene kits .....75

339 Ras Beirut 19CLMC015600 Ali Aziz Kabalan### 16The family is composed of Mr. Ali (72 y.o) who suffers from Prostate Cancer, his wife Marie (69 y.o) who suffers from hypertension and his son Chady () who works as a waiter for an income of 1 300 000 LBP which can't cover their basic needs and medication. The family is in need fr food kits, hygiene kits, emergency cash assistance.....50

340 Ras Beirut 20CLM34045 Hoda Ed ### 20Ms. Hoda is an elderly single woman (66 y.o) who lives alone in her parents' house, she suffers from kidney failure which can lead her probably to dialysis in addition to hypertension and cardiac problems. She hasn't any source of stable income, even her sister can't afford helping her anymore. Note that Ms. Hoda was a volunteer in Caritas Lebanon - Ras Beirut Sector. She is in urgent need for assistances such as Urgent cash assistance, Food kits, Hygien Kits, Medication ....100

341 Ras Beirut 21CLM11542 Therese Az ### 17Mrs. Therese is an elderly woman (62 y.o)living alone in St Joseph school - Hamra , they provided her with a room to stay in but she takes care of her brother's family and pay with them expenses. She works as a cleaner in the school for an income of 1 000 000 LBP which is unsufficient to her to live and satisfy her basic needs. She needs an urgent help such as Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash , food kits .... 75

342 Ras Beirut 22CLM08438 Samia Saleh Amal### 16Ms. Amal (75 y.o) is an elderly woman living with her 2 daughters: Faten (53 y.o) and Houeida (51 y.o). Houeida is divorced and have a son Ahmad (11y.o) who lives with them also. Ahmad is in a public school and was helped by the ministry of education to pay the registration fees and stationary. They are all jobless and helped al little bit from the family. Ms. Amal needs medication and Cash assistances as well as food kits and hygiene kits.50

343 Ras Beirut 22CLM07385 Nejme A ### 17Nejme (77 y.o) is an old widowed woman from 6 years living with her two children Suzanne (49 y.o)  and Tony (45 y.o). They live in a rented house (600 000 yearly) and risk from eviction from the landlord. Ms. Nejme is the only breadwinner of the family and her children are jobless. She suffers from chronic and nerve diseases and she need a lot of medicines. They are in need for Emergency Cash assistance, Food kits, Hygiene kits.... 75



344 Rmeil 19CLMC015526 Antoinette Youssef Akchar3371822 20Unaccompanied elderly with health problems. She has been living in her old rented apartment for so long. She is stressed about being alone, rarely visited by her wider family. She has no income except some support from her sister's son who assists her through getting her some medicines , food and little amount of money depending her needs.Antoinette is not paying her rent for 4 years now.Due to the economical crisis, she was putting the money at the notary to avoid clashes with the Landlord who is asking her to leave the house.After Beirut Blast, Antoinette was paid by the Lebanese army for her home damaged.Therefore she is currently paying her expenses from what is remaining from the amount and the help of some benefactors. Antoinette has hearing disabilities and needs support for her daily life.100

345 Rmeil 20CLM06304 Samir Antoine Helou81648517 18Samir, is retired and lives alone in a room on a top floor offered by his friend. The landlord complain from his presence but she is accepting for now for good cause.He depends on charitable aids. He does not have any savings after several years of free work in the repair and installation of satellite services. He has no one and his extended family is not by his side. Samir suffers from a deformity of the vertebral spine, has a Hump on his back that limits his movements. He also suffers from inflammations at his feet.75

346 Rmeil 20CLM30787 lena Emile lahoud78909853 14Family composed of a grand mother and her eldest son. Unfortunately, her daughter had had marital problems and left her son at her mother's responsibility with nothing in return. The young boy was stateless until his grandmother decided to register him to her name so he can get legal papers. She currently works as a daily cleaner in several houses and she depends mostly on charities since her job doesn't offer any kind of stability.50

347 Rmeil 20CLM19453 Marie Youssef Bou waked70105525 18An old single lady living alone in a small rented house. Despite her age, she is still working as part time receptionist at the Sageese Foyer for 550,000 L.L. . Basically she doesn't ask for help from anyone. but lately, she had some health problems and needed continous medical treatment. She is known for her kind character and  she was supported by some of her friends. She is also stressed about what's coming as she can no longer work.75

348 Rmeil 20CLM03575 Hanaa Eid Moubarak71170723 14Family composed of a mother (headed household) and her 3 teenage children. The kids are continuing their technical and academic studies with the help of charities. Her husband was lately released from Prison. Having no stable resources, Hanaa works as cleaner and her her husband buy hot beverages in front of their house. Her electricity and water bills are not being paid.50

349 Rmeil 20CLM33239 Mabelle Georges Ghanem76602802 16Famille composée de la mère, âgée et sous traitement chronique, sa fille Yolla (54 ans) divorcée et malade de cancer, sa fille Mabelle, la seule pourvoyeuse  et ses 2 petits fils (enfants de Gilbert) Melissa et Alexandro âgées de 18 et 16 ans dont les parents sont séparés et hors du pays. Mabelle prends en charge presque tous les dépenses de la famille.Son frère Gilbert s'est déplacé à Dubai afin de trouver un emploi mais il n'a pas un travail stable . Il se charge surtout de la scolarité de ses enfants. Au début, Mabelle était obligée de s' endetter  pour couvrir les dépenses  de ses neveux et du traitement continu de sa mère. Trop de responsabilités se sont accumulés sur Mabelle avec l'inflation des prix et l'augmantation des besoins surtout depuis l'explosion de Beirut.La famille a besoin en priorité d'un support financier et du travail pour Yolla.50

350 Rmeil 19CLM30279 Said Hassan Abd El Massih76464880 18Said 74 years old has been living alone since his divorce and the trip of his wife and only daughter. He has no stable premises and moves between rental houses or a pension which takes 20,000 LBP per day. advanced, he does service in the public services of the state to settle papers.75

351 Rmeil 19CLMC1622 Khaled Jamil Tekriti81358656 14Khaled (54) and Anna (52) live in a caretaker's house in return for building services. After the explosion in Beirut, this couple lost their old rental home in Mar Mikhael and Khaled was injured. undergoes medical treatment and they are helped by benefactors in the region because the salary of Anna who works as a cleaning lady is not enough for them to cover their expenses.50

352 Rmeil 21CLM05425 Jeanine Antoine Njeim03491406 14Jeanine lives with her 2 elderly parents. On the day of the Beirut explosion, the family was seriously injured and their house was gravely damaged. Until now, her parents are undergoing treatment following the operations carried out after the explosion and require continuous follow-up.  Jeanine has had no job since the company where she works,  was also affected by the explosion and she had to spend her savings to repair  her father's hairdressing salon located in Gemayze and their house. Currently, Jeanine is back at her job with a monthly income of LBP 3,500,000. Jeanine and his brother (newly married) who help her with the needs of their parents, have both insisted on keeping the Hairdresser salon of the Father even though it's not hardly working, only to keep Antoine feel productive and needed (for his mental health).The main concern of the family is the medical assistance needs (medication and other).The family lost a lot after the Beirut Blast (home and car) and had to start over from scratch in a diffi50

353 Rmeil 12CLMC023301 Georgette Ibrahim El fakir3469975 14Georgette, sick with dialysis, lives with her husband and son Imad, a limited-income employee who takes care of medical expenses and household expenses. Supported as much as possible by his married brothers, but the family cares that the treatment of dialysis will no longer be covered by the Ministry of Health and the session will be LBP 8,000,000 which makes more than LBP 30,000,000 per month. The situation is becoming more and more difficult.50

354 Rmeil 22CLM09069 Marale h3635429 18Marale (61) works to support her mother Jacqueline, who is cancerous and undergoing medical treatment. The country's economic situation has made life difficult, especially since Marale has difficulty asking for help. Fortunately, she is supported by her brothers and sisters for her mother's medical expenses. Recently, the tenant asked to increase the rent and Marale did not know what to do.75

355 Saida-Zahrani 20CLM21637 Hoda Nassif70398783 18The family is composed of the mother Najia who is 87 years old and has cardiac problemas and chronic disease. The daughter Randa who is 57 years old suffers from chronic disease.the other daughter Hoda who is 60 years old. Hoda works daily cleaning houses with unstable income overaging 900 000 L.L. per month wich is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Randa does not work and focused on taking care of her mother.The value of their monthly expenses of food, drink, electricity and medicine is about 3,000,000 L.L. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: emergency cash assistances,Food kits , medicines.... 75

356 Saida-Zahrani 20CLM25108 Rima Khoury76448837 16The family is composed of the father Ezzat who is 53 years old and has cardiac problems,the mother Rima who is 50 years old and has a chronic disease. the children Marie therese 22 years ago , Peter 20 years ago and Elie joe 12 years ago are both in good health. Ezzat used to work in a restaurant, but due to the bad economic situation, he became unemployed after he was the only breadwinner for the family.Mrs Rima does not work and focuses on taking care of the household and her childrens.Marie therese and peter does not attend university because the high cost of registration, books and transportation. the monthly medication cost of Ezzat and Rima 2000 000 L.L..  The family’s expenses, including food, drink and electricity, are about 3000,000 L.L. and they receive assistance from the parish priest and some benefactors. the family is in dir need of assistances such as : Emergency cash assistance,food kits ....50

357 Saida-Zahrani 19CLM25022 Nada Saliba76370725 20The family is composed of the father Michel who is 77 years ago and has cardiac problems, the mother Nada who is 60 years old and has breast cancer. the children Charbel suffers from asthma ,he works in the army , he is the only bread winner , her salary is 1100000 L.L. which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs.and he pays a car loan of 500000 L.L. monthly . the monthly medication of the family is about 3000000 L.L..The family’s expenses, including food, drink and electricity, are about 300,000 0, and they receive assistance from the parish priest and some benefactors. The family is in dire need of assistance such as : emergency cash assistance, Food kits ..... 100

358 Saida-Zahrani 19CLMC015635 Hana Chahdan78805124 19The family is composed of the father Hanna who is 57 years old suffers from a physical disability and cannot work.the mother Zalfa 52 years old does not work and focuses on taking care of her daughter Rafca also suffers from a physical and intellectual disability.They do not have any income and they need financial assistance to pay their monthly expenses of medicine, food and generator ... which arrives Their cost is 4000,000 L.L. per month75

359 Saida-Zahrani 20CLM24242 Odette Altayyar03359836 22This family consists of two elderly sisters, the first suffers from Alzheimer’s and the second cannot walk. They do not have any income, they live from the help of the parish priest, and they have medicine expenses of about two million pounds per month, and they do not have insurance ,they need help to cover the expenses of medicines, food, etc.100

360 Saida-Zahrani 19CLM25339 Rosa Jerjis Hana Youssef03120594 19This family consists of two sisters, the first is an old woman who cannot walk because of a health problem in her back, and she needs many monthly medications that cost about two million, and the second suffers from asthma and the cost of her medications is about two million per month. They have no income and they pay monthly about three million food, drink and electricity.... Need monthly financial assistance to secure their medicine and food....75

361 Saida-Zahrani 19CLMC018658 Watfa Semaane71045914 18This is an old woman who lives alone without any financial return. She suffers from cancer and needs monthly medicines, about two million liras per month, and she needs monthly financial assistance to secure medicines, food, electricity…75

362 Saida-Zahrani 16CLMC028799 Aline Hjeij70426059 18This family consists of a father Sleiman 51 years ago, a mother Aline 46 years ago and a daughter Miriam 12 years ago . The father does not work because he cannot see because of a problem with his eyes. The mother works in cleaning houses and earns about 600,000 L.L. per month. The daughter does not go to school because of the parents’ inability to pay the school fees. They do not have a guarantee and they pay monthly between medicines and expenses. Food and electricity are about 5000000 L.L, and they need monthly financial assistance to cover these expenses.75

363 Saida-Zahrani 19CLM29941 Jamil Zaya71183251 17This family consists of a father Jamil 69 years ago , a mother Alia 45 years ago and five children ( Hadi18 years ago,Maroun16 years ago,Mariam13 years ago,Maha 13 years ago and Mountaha12 years ago) who live in a two-room house whose monthly rent is 400000 L.L.. The father works as a truck driver and receives about 800000 L.L. per month. The mother does not work. The father and mother suffer from chronic diseases and their medicine costs about 2000000 L.L. per month. The children are out of school because of The inability of the parents to pay the school fees. This family needs monthly assistance to cover the daily expenses of food, drink, medicine and electricity, which cost about5000000  per month.75

364 Saida-Zahrani 19CLMC021416 Jeanette Elhelou71067735 18The family  is composed of a divorced mother Jeanette who is 45 years ago suffers for chronic disease and depression need medicines at a cost of 1000000 L.L. per month , the daughter Charbel who is 14 years ago who do not go to school due to the mother's inability to pay for it. The mother works as a house cleaner and earns about 600 000 L.L, . the son Charbel 19 years he does not go to university because of the high cost of registration .This family needs monthly help to cover the monthly expenses of food, drink, electricity and medicine...75

365 Saida-Zahrani 19CLM28001 Raymond Bou nader71369278 19The family is composed of the father Remond who is 62 years old and has cardiac problem,the mother Jeanette 58 years ago suffers for chronic disease ,She cleans a private school and gets paid daily, but her salary does not cover the costs of the medicines she takes. the daughter Rita 16 years old ,  does not go to school because of the parents' inability to pay for registration, Rita has a deformation from the birth . The family lives in a rented house and has been patient with her rent for the past 3 months and is now requesting a payment or else he will evict them. the family is in dire of assistances such as : emergency cash assistance. Food kits.......75

366 Tripoli 19CLM29071 Bahia N81613785 17The family consists of five people. The husband and one of the three sons died. A son has the Lebanese army married and responsible for his family with an insufficient monthly return for his own family. Another son also married, unemployed, he has marital problems, his wife left home, with him a son of school age. So these two children cannot be a good help for their old mother. Stays at home, the mother, Bahia, an elderly person (68 years old), suffering from heart problem, hypertension, and diabetes. Without financial resources. The widow lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (200,000 Lebanese pounds per year) for the past 3 years and is now asking for payment, otherwise he will evict her.75

367 Tripoli 19CLM25973 Salwa Y71699770 14Miss Salwa is a single girl, aged 54, she lived with her old mother. After the death of the latter, Salwa continues to live alone. 50

368 Tripoli 19CLMC017791 Hilene Khalil Zgheyb06612916 16Mrs. Helene is an 84-year-old widow, after the death of her wife and the marriage of her children, she continues to live alone in the matrimonial home. These children with very minimal returns, responsible for their own families, can not be a help to their mother given the economic difficulties of the country. It is his son Georges, aged 51, divorced who works as a fisherman, with a very minimal and unstable income who takes care of his old mother.50

369 Tripoli 19CLM26471 Halloun Selman Salloum 71622617 19  Old couple, Afif aged 88, sick bedridden; with him, his wife Halloun, 80 years old, cardiac, suffers from hypertension and from pain in the eyes. After the marriage of their children they live alone. Mr.Afif, being young, worked as a day laborer. Today, becoming old, he is like the majority of Lebanese citizens, without work and without material income. For his survival, he relies on his married children, who also suffer from the burden of their daily subsistence due to the high cost of living. The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (200,000 Lebanese pounds per month) for the last 3 months and is now asking for payment, otherwise he will evict them. This couple is in dire need of assistance such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.75

370 Tripoli 19CLM26305 Esber H76069528 19Old couple; Esber, aged 76 years, sick, suffers from diabetes, hypertension, Alzheimer's, disc. With him, his wife Antoinette, 74 years old, cardiac also suffering from hypertension. After the marriage of their children they live alone. Mr. Esber, being young, worked as a day laborer in the trade of painting buildings. Today, becoming old, he is like the majority of Lebanese citizens, unemployed and without material income. For his survival, he relies on his married children, who also suffer from the burden of their daily subsistence due to the high cost of living. In addition, Mr. Esber needs a lot of attention, diapers and medication because of his state of health that adds to the financial difficulties of the family.75

371 Tripoli 19CLM28129 Edward  70306199 16The family consists of Father Edward aged 60 and suffering from heart problems, Mother Salam aged 59 and suffering from Osteoporosis, also suffers from gland disease. Their only daughter, Maya, 41 years old, in good health, after completing her studies in political science, does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her parents.50

372 Tripoli 20CLM18259 Koharique M03604269 18Old couple; Bedros, aged 72, cancer patient, also suffers from diabetes and hypertension. With him, his wife Koharique, 59 years old, suffers from allergy, pain in his hands and knees (needs surgery). After the marriage of their children they live alone. Mr. Bedros, being young, worked as a day labourer. Today, becoming old, he is like the majority of Lebanese citizens, without work, without medical coverage and without material income. For his survival, he relies on his married children, who also suffer from the burden of their daily subsistence due to the high cost of living. In addition, Mr. Bedros needs a lot of attention, diapers and medication because of his critical state of health that adds to the financial difficulties of the family.75

373 Tripoli 20CLM06601 Boghos So03247873 15The family consists of Father Boghos, 59 years old, suffers from heart problems, hypertension, cholesterol and trigles serine; mother Viviane aged 52 years, cardiac and suffering from a nervous disease. The children, two twins, both in good health, Rita and jaymie, aged 20, continue their university studies at the Lebanese University, but the problem of the high cost of transport remains. Mr. Boghos is the only breadwinner; he works on the repair of refrigerators, washing machines... with an unstable income of an average of LBP 1,000,000 per month, which is nowhere near enough to cover basic needs. Mrs. Viviane does not work and focuses on taking care of the household, her children. The family lives in a rented house and the landlord has been patient with the rent (350,000 Lebanese pounds per month) for the past 5 months and is now asking for payment, otherwise he will evict them.50

374 Tripoli 19CLM29335 Salie Sami Shak81457378 15The family is composed of Father Youssef aged 54, he suffers from epilepsy and arterial disease of the lower limbs, stage 4 ;d mother Salie aged 37. The children Marie Rose, 11 years old, Céline 10 years old, Charbel 9 years old and Cynthia 7 years old, are all in good health.50



375 Tripoli 19CLMC017087 Samira  Ibrahim Fajloun70388248 15The family is composed of the 55-year-old father, he is a nervous patient; of mother Samira, 47 years old. The children Georgina 26 years old, Paula 22 years old, and Georges 20 years old.50

376 Tripoli 20CLM04443 Jihad  Antoine Mordiha70122704 17The family consists of 9 people; Father Jihad, 41; 31-year-old mother Houwayda. The children Siham aged 15 years, Georges aged 11 years, Marie 8 years, Ebtissam 6 years, Youssef and Antoun 3 years and Mariam 3 months.75

377 Tyr 20CLM09412 Evline Al Tawil76016229 19The family is composed of the widowed mother Evline who is 63 years old and has cardiac problems, and hypertension. The children Gracia, 29years old and Miral 27 years old are both in good health.  Gracia is the only bread winner; she works as a secretary with a dentist, with an unstable income averaging LBP 1,200,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mrs. Evline does not work and focuses on taking care of her children.  Miral used to attend public university but she dropped out because it has become too expensive to attend university due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery. She is trying to find a job to help out with the income.  The family lives in a rented house the rent is for 200 USD per month, the landlord has been very patient with them, they haven’t paid the rent for the last 2 years.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

378 Tyr 19CLMC021691 Fadlallah Assaf### 14The family is composed of the father Fadlallah who is 53 years old and suffers from cholesterol and hypertension. The mother Mariam who is 46 years old and has disk and joints problem. The children Sarah, 21 years old, Katia 17 years old, and Youhana are in good health.  Mr. Fadlallah works as a concierge with an income of 1,000,000 LBP per month, which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs. Mrs. Mariam works as a cleaner for 1,200,000 LBP. Sarah attends a vocational school, and both katia and youhanna attend public school. The family lives in a rented house for 200,000 LBP per month. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

379 Tyr 20CLM09391 Habib Katra### 19The family is composed of two elderly siblings, Habib who is 60 YO and has a very low vision, and a problem in the retina. The sister, Lobna who is 64 YO and suffers from triglyceride, cholesterol, and hypertension. Mr. Habib used to be a fisherman and stopped due to his sight problem; he was the only bread winner. They have no income. The family lives in a rented house for 150,000 LBP per month. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

380 Tyr 20CLM09825 Rimon Alawi76620242 14Rimon who is 65 YO, is an elderly single man and has pulmonary embolism, hypertension, and cholesterol. He has no provider/ bread winner. Mr. Rimon lives in a rented house for 200,000 LBP per month He is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  50

381 Tyr 20CLM09474 Antoine Kayal78990499 14The family is composed of the father Antoine who is 51 years old, the mother Joyce who is 34 years old. Their child Stevan who is 13 years old are all in good health.  Mr. Antoine is the only bread winner; he works as a nurse with an income of 1,500,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs, knowing that he is responsible of 2 elderly women. His mother who is 83 YO and has hypertension, diabetes, and cholesterol, and his mother-in-law who is 80 YO and has lung and brain cancer. In addition, they require a lot of attention, and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  Stevan dropped out of school since it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery.  The family lives in a small rented house for 200,000 LBP per month. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

382 Tyr 20CLM07741 Leila Fakhoury71662412 14Leila who is 80 years old, is an elderly widowed woman, and suffers from diabetes and hypertension. Mrs. Leila has no bread winner/ provider, she cannot cover her basic needs. She lives in a small rented house for 200,000 LBP per month. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.     50

383 Tyr 20CLM31303 Souad Eid76731453 14Souad who is 70 years old, is an elderly single lady and suffers from hypertension and diabetes. Ms. Souad used to work as a cleaner, in order to cover her basic needs, but due to her age and illness, she stopped working. She has no income. Ms. souad lives in a small house that she inherited from her parents.  She is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits.  50

384 Tyr 19CLM26855 Kamel Al Hajje03611425 16Kamel is a 59 years old orphan, who has down syndrome, and suffers from a heart health problem, and hypertension. Mr. Kamel has no income. In addition, Mr. Kamel requires a lot of attention, and medication due to his health condition which adds to his financial challenges.  He lives in a small one-room house owned by one of his relatives. Mr. Kamel is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

385 Tyr 19CLMC018349 Jamileh Zoorob76807403 18The family is composed of the widowed mother, Jamileh who is 80 years old and suffers from hypertension and diabetes. And her son, Fadi who is 37 years old, he has down syndrome, and suffers from hypertension and heart health problem. They have no provider/ bread winner, nor an income. In addition, Mrs. Jamileh and her son Mr. Fadi require a lot of attention, and medication due to their health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in a small old house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

386 Tyr 21CLM11540 Michline Farah76413722 14The family is composed of the widowed mother, Michline who is 45 years old and suffers from hypertension, and heart health problem; her daughters, Gretta who is 24 years old, Karine who is 20 years old, Cristy who 13 years old, they all suffer from deficiency of vitamin D and C. The family has no bread winner, nor a stable income. Ms. Gretta is still looking for a job since she graduated from the public university she attended. Karine is attending a private university, since she has a full scholarship because she is an A student, while Cristy attends a public school. In addition, all of them require a lot of medication due to their health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges.  The family lives in a small house, they inherited it from their father. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

387 Tyr 21CLM64601 Elie Ghafari03602530 19The family is composed of the father Elie who is 45 years old and has eye clots and heart health problem, the mother Joumana who is 44 years old and is in good health. The children Nour, 14 years old and Estfan 2 years old and suffers, since birth, from deficiency in oxygen which made him severely sick and led him to be disabled, the doctors said that he will also not be able to walk or talk. He also suffers from Electro-Cephalic disease, and inflammatory. He underwent a surgery, last month, for his lungs (that costed 1,150 USD) since then, there is a tube in his stomach to help him eat. Mr. Elie is the only bread winner; he works as a chemist in a lab for medicines for 1,500,000 per month which is not sufficient to cover the basic needs.  Nour attends public school but is considering dropping out because it has become too expensive to attend school due to the high cost of transportation, books and stationery.  In addition, Estfan requires a lot of attention, medication, and physical therapy  due to his healt75

388 Upper Chouf 21CLM41729 Youssef Sf03833271 17Eldery lives in the house with his wife and 3 kids, one of the kids married and has 2 kids, they are 8 members in the house, one of the kids suffers from cancer, the only income is the son and not enough to support their needs and they have debts and need monthly medicines75

389 Upper Chouf 22CLM12378 Jeandark M03491012 19Lives in the house with his 3 kids, 3 members are eldery with no work and income, they live from the son income who is very low and not enough to support the family, they have small debt, 2 of the kids suffers from chronic deseases75

390 Upper Chouf 20CLM32783 Raymond H70822678 144 members in the house, one of them is above 60 they have retirement income but not enough for them to secure their basic needs and medicines50

391 Upper Chouf 20CLM32824 Amira Fares76820135 15She lives in a two small room house and she rent 2 other house so she can afford living with low income not enough for her and her son to secure living has debts50

392 Upper Chouf 20CLM32839 Charbel Khalil70427084 14lives in the house with his wife and daughter low income and have small debt50

393 Upper Chouf 20CLM32846 Elie M70731527 14he lives in the house with his family very low income he can't afford the children school and he have debt for food and basic needs and one of his sons is handicaped after an accident50

394 Upper Chouf 20CLM32851 Michel K71880332 14he lives alone in the house with low income not enough to secure his basic needs and the medicines he need monthly50

395 Upper Chouf 20CLM19635 Aida Abi Abdallah81152480 172 eldery lives alone in the house no income they have debt for food and generator they have chronic desease 75

396 Upper Chouf 20CLM32887 Remonda Al 71772726 17eldery lives alone in the house low income not enough to pay the rent ro she will be evicted from the house she suffers from chronic desease has no car and pays a lot for the rent and she lives from the support of the loving ones75

397 Upper Chouf 21CLM54142 Marie-ThereseB03304640 15she lives with her son after her husband's death they are facing eviction problem due to high rent fees and they have only one income around 1 million not enough to secure their needs and she suffers from chronic desease 50

398 Upper Chouf 20CLM32951 Nabil Zarifeh03271432 17two eldery lives in the house alone with no income and the man suffers from chronic desease and use a walker to move and they have no one to rely on to secure theire basic needs75

399 Upper Chouf 21CLM19978 Chamoun Tanios70175489 19He lives with his wife and his twin chidren, his children suffers from chronic desease and need follow up and they suffer from mental illness, he got no income and lives in 3 rooms house for his family, he is 60 years old and has bedts75

400 Upper Metn 19CLMC015319 Eugenie Naim Bou Samra03 97101917 Single Eugenie, aged 70, diabetes, is undergoing continuous and special treatment. She lives with Georges, her single brother, 68 years old, diabetic, physically disabled, her amputated lower limbs require special and expensive care in terms of drugs, hygiene, food, the sum of 5,000,000 L.L. per month. They live in their own house in the mountains which is not adequate because of the humidity. The family aid ensures as much as possible the necessary of their expenses: 3,000,000 L.L. food, 5,000,000 L.L. Fuel oil, Engine 900,000 L.L. Insufficient resources, family needs support.75

401 Upper Metn 19CLMC021732 Souheil Ibrahim Abdo76 12364218 Abdou family made up of 8 members, father Souhail, age 59, a day laborer currently without work because of the economic situation in the country, mother Eliane, age 55, has lung problems, hearing problems, needs headphones cannot not insure them given the financial situation. The eldest Charbel 27 years old without work, Lara 25 years old suffers from allergy anemia employee touched 1,200,000 LL, Elie 23 years old valet parking in exchange for 50,000 L,L, the day of work, Yara 23 years old at home, Ibrahim 18 years old cancer patient stable situation studied at a public college in a neighboring village, Georges 13 years old has learning disabilities studied in a specialized school in the region. All live in a house rented at 600,000 LL per month not adequate. Permanent expenses: food 5,000,000 L.l. , Oil 3,000,000L.L. Engine ,000,000 L.L. Medicines 1,000,000 L.L. 1,300,000 L.L. various . Very delicate financial situation, family in need.75

402 Upper Metn 20CLM05730 Michel Ibrahin Abdou71032133 16 Abdou family composed of 6 members lives in their own house not suitable for the mountain. father Michel, age 63, carpenter without work, no requests to be executed because of the economic crisis in the country, his wife Viviane, 51, at home suffers from eye pain, dabbing with eye water is undergoing treatment, the eldest daughter unique Salwa 26 years old employee touched 4,000,000 LL fiancée spends a sum of her money for her trousseau, Elio the second did his technical studies in architectural design wishing to continue at the University but financial situation does not allow,Antony aged 15 in EB7 and Jean Paul 8 years in EB1 studied at the public school in thevillage. Monthly family expenses: Food 4,000,000 L.L. Fuel oil 3,000,000 L.L., engine 1,000,000 L.L., schooling 1,000,000 L.L., miscellaneous 1,200,000 L.L. Family in need.50

403 Upper Metn 20CLM07808 Elie Abdallah Bou Eid03214122 14 Eiid family made up of 4 members. Elie, 59, head of family in poor health, former soldier, war victim, cardiac, suffers from hypertension. His wife Rania kindly takes care of everyone. Minimum pension money provides necessities, 2 children Yorgo at 14, Abdallah at 13 study in public school amounting to 2,000,000 LL food expenses 4,000,000 LL Medicines 3,000,000 LL heating oil 2,000,000 LL1,000,000 LL miscellaneous Minimal resources versus expenditures. The family needs support50

404 Upper Metn 2oCLM11994 Catherine Halim Al Bitar71652278 14 Catherine is 38 years old and lives with her husband and 3 children. Father Aziz Salim Saleh, 62, works at Nestlé pure life company and earns 1,300,000 LBP per month. They have 3 children: The eldest son Mikhael is 16; he is enrolled in a technical school. The average Jennifer is a 14-year-old girl, and the youngest Vanessa is 10; they both attend a public school in the nearby village. They pay 1,500,000 in tuition. The family lives in a rented house. They pay 500,000 LBP per month. it is in good condition.50

405 Upper Metn 20CLM06887 Raymond Hanna Najem03974776 14 Family made up of 4 members, father aged 53 years old farmer plus housekeeper, monthly resources not fixed 1,500,000 L.L. Maya the 42 year old wife takes care of all. Two eldest children Elias at the age of 12 little Angelle is 9 years old both attend a private college worth 5,000,000 LL sum of 5,000,000 LL food, miscellaneous 1,500,000 LL. minimal resources family needs support50



406 Upper Metn 20CLM18250 Georges Khalil Morcos03570479 14 Family made up of 5 members father Georges aged 38 employed in an association in exchange for 3,000,000 LL per month, Marie, a young mother at 38 years old with cancer, went through painful times with three children Yorgo 10 years old, Yara 8 years old and Christie 6 years old who go to school in a private school of the amount of 7,000,000 LL All live in their own house in the mountains requiring to pay 2,000,000 LL per month Fuel oil, 4,000,000 LL food 2,000,000 Miscellaneous, 30,000,000 LL of debts to be able to pay the permanent treatment of cancer. Despite the fixed resources, the expenses exceed the potential of the family. She needs support.50

407 Upper Metn 21CLM03706 Saiid GergesAouad70428741 17 Family made up of 3 members with an only child. Head of family Saiid age 62 masonry earns 100,000 L.L. on the day of work. Currently, compared to the situation in the country, there is little demand for work. He is diabetes suffers from Osteoarthritis undergoes continuous treatment His 52 year old wife Takla suffers from several ailments, from their advanced marriage, have Antonella who is 11 years old studies her complementary class at a college far 40 minutes from home costing at his father the sum of 200,000 LL gasoline per day to accompany him to college. All three live in a house rented at 700,000 L.L. per month, schooling 500,000 L.L., amount of debt 10,000,000. Permanent expenses: food 3,000,000 L.L. 1,500,000L.L. fuel oil !,000,000,L.L. medicines, miscellaneous 1,000,000 L.L. Insufficient resources too many expenses. family in need75

408 Upper Metn 21CLM25279 Rabii Maurice Garamany71402498 15 Family made up of 5 members. Rabii the father at the age of 55, day laborer, house painter, earns 100,000 L.L. His wife Marlene is 47 years old, his daughter Mireille aged 25 have psychological problems under treatment. His grandson Charbel follows his academic studies at a private school with 4,500,000 L.L. of tuition. His 81 year old mother suffers from Hypertension, Arteriosclerosis, in her care under treatment costing 1,000,000 L.L. per month. Other expenses: food 5,000,000 L.L., fuel oil 2,000,000 L.L. miscellaneous expenses 1,000,000 L.L. ....... Insufficient resources. Family in need.50

409 Upper Metn 21CLM06980 Nazira Youssef Al Alam70394705 17  Large family 7 members live in a rented house of 650,000 L.L. per month. 58-year-old father, daily salary 1,500,000 L.L. per month. Mother Nazira is 47 at home. Najwa, 26, earns L.L.50,000 a week at a hair salon. children, Nisrine is 23 at home, 3 children go to school: Salim 21 years old studies at an institute her last technical class BT3 in cooking Christine her BT2 in cooking the youngest Nathalie is 14 years old has learning difficulties studies in her primary class EB4 in a specialized school. Tuition amount is 3,000,000 L.L. All live in non adequate house. Ongoing Monthly Expenses: Food 3,000,000 L.L. Fuel Oil 2,000,000 L.L. Miscellaneous 1,000,000 L.L. Minimum resources vs expenses.75

410 Upper Metn 21CLM72687 Charbel Philippe Al Khoury03954439 15 The family consists of 5 members living in their birthplace in the mountains. Head of family at 53 years old, chief accountant of several associations with their own office rented for the sum of 300,000 L.L. offering his wife and children a comfortable and respectable life. Everything is turned upside down following the situation in the country covid 19, economic crisis…… the family is going through a financial mess, almost no request for an audit, it lacks what it owes from the office renting the sum of 2000. 000 LL, to penalty of his salary 1.500.000L.L. he takes care of necessities, he suffers from hypertension, diabetes. His 42-year-old wife does not work, lovingly provides for all the family&#39;s needs. The 3 children enrolled in a private college paying the sum of 7,000,000 LL in tuition fees. Laine is 15 years old in bacc2 class, the second 13 years old in EB9 class, the little girl in EB3, 7 years old. Additionally, she is responsible for the medication of her well-aged 79-year-old mother who lives w50

411 Zahle 21CLM33954 Samir Khalil Al-Asmar81808554 17Samir 68-year-old father, neurotic for a long time because he was kidnapped by Syrians during their invasion to Lebanon. He was a lottery vendor but currently unemployed cause of the current circumstances. His wife Antoinette 65 years old, does not care about anything. He has a unique child, married, helps his parents with a small and insufficient amount of money to satisfy their basic needs. Samir and his wife live in their own house made of 3 medium and equipped rooms as well as their medical bills cost around 200,000 LBP and the electricity bills cost around 500,000 LBP. The family is in dire of assistances such as: emergency cash assistance, protection cash assistance.  75

412 Zahle 20CLM27642 Georges Khalil Halloun70803344 15Georges a 85 years old father, and his wife 79 years old, do not have any life resources. He worked in survey engineering, but he is now unemployed due to the economic crisis in Lebanon. While his wife does not work and focuses on taking care of the household. His Children, married, cannot help them because they are in need because of the current economic circumstances. The parents struggle to pay the electricity bills which cost on average 500,000 Lebanese Pounds per month, as well as fuel which cost on average 1,000,000 Lebanese pounds. The family is occasionally helped by benefactors and the parish priest. The family is in dire need of assistances such as : Emergency cash, assistance, medication bill assistance. Our Help will be a support to alleviate their sufferings.50

413 Zahle 20CLM25311 Rita Mikhael Nader76896108 14Rita 76 year old, widow, suffers from high blood pressure disease. Her son Charbel, 52 years old, suffers from cancer in his right leg for 2 years, he underwent 30 Chemotherapy sessions, and he has to do IRM every 3 months because of his case. Charbel worked as a daily worker but he is now unemployed cause of his case. Due to her old age and her son's case, Rita cannot work  to provide the needs of the house. She has 4 married  children, her other son works in the military and is the only one who helps her. Rita's other children cannot help her because they don't have the financial ability due to the economic crisis. Her electricity bill costs around 800.000 Lebanese pounds, the fuel costs around 2.000.000 Lebanese pounds. She suffers from debt which is about 1.500.000 Lebanese  Pounds. The family is aided by benefactors. Our help will be needed to support the family in surviving this economic crisis.   Rita 76 year old, widow, suffers from high blood pressure disease. Her son Charbel, 52 years old, suffers f50

414 Zahle 19CLMC018955 Madona Sleimane Al-Maalouf03297079 17Madona , Single aged 64 years old, suffering from cancer since 12 years and since then she is obliged to be continuously submitting to chemotherapy and radio, in addition for a variety of drugs, which costs very expensive more than 5.000.000 L.L / month. Nowadays, she is in a metastasis phase and she is encountering very hard moments. She lives alone in a small house and she doesn't have any income expect for the modest supports received sometimes from benefactors. Her case requires an urgent help to let her ensure the daily essential needs: medicines, emergency cash assistance...75

415 Zahle 20CLM00207 Tony Joseph Al-Kattini70988205 18Tony, a 50 year-old, widow father, neurotic patient, undergoes long treatments. His wife has passed away 2 years  ago due to corona infection. He is in charge of twin boys Elia and Maroun. Elia is paraplegic and moves using a wheelchair; undergoes a medical treatment. Because of his condition, Elia cannot go to school and requires  a lot of attention, diapers and medication. While Maroun studies in a semi-private school. However, he was diagnosed with having a hole in his heart and needs a surgery. Tony worked as a concrete finisher, but he had to leave his work and take care of his children after his wife died. The family lives in their our house. However, the father had to borrow money to treat his son which put him in debts. The family receives food batches every day from " Minsiyin Charity". Our aid will be needed to assist this family and alleviate their suffering75

416 Zahle 20CLM25504 Elie Michel Al-Fardisi70083771 15Elie, a 44-year-old father, a daily policeman at the Municipality with a salary of 1,200,000 Lebanese Pounds per month. He has been suffering from cancer in his head and his nasal cavity for a year and 4 months. His wife Pascal 36 years old, is unemployed and takes care of their son. Every two months, Elie has to do PET Scan and blood test because of his case which cost him 120 dollars and 500,000 Lebanese Pounds respectively. His son studies in a public school. The family lives in a rented house, they pay 350,000 Lebanese Pounds every month for the rent. The electricity bills cost about 1,040,000 Lebanese Pounds and the medicine bills cost about 1,000,000 Lebanese Pounds. Elie had to borrow money to pay for his treatment which put him in debts, 6,000,0000 Lebanese Pounds in total. The family is living in great need to have support by their side in order to overcome the difficulties of life.50

417 Zahle 20CLM28974 Daher Assaf Al-Beaini03096693 17 Daher aged 49 years old, father of a family composed of 3 guys, where 2 of them are handicapped physically and mentally. Daher is deaf and mute since birth. He used to be a daily concrete worker, where the maximum monthly income was 400,000 Lebanese Pound. However, he is unable now to cover the daily needs of his family in terms of medical and family expenses because in the last 2 months he became unemployed and he is staying at home due to the current economic crisis of Lebanon.   His wife "Claudia", aged 42 years old, is taking care of her 3 sons :   Chady 25 years old) has a physical and mental paraplegic disability since his birth, to note that he is moving on a wheelchair   Robin 20 years old, is working at a diaper's factory getting only a mid-salary 1,300,000 LBP per month due to the lockdown and the curfew   Charbel , the youngest one aged 14 years old was diagnosed with Down syndrome. To note that Charbel and Chady are in need for diapers and medicals on a daily matter , costing 200,000 per week. The75

418 Zahle 22CLM06365 Eva Joseph Mansour03079128 20The family is composed of three elderly unmarried siblings Eva, Tony and Randa Mansour who live together in their own house. Tony 67 years old, has undergone an open-heart surgery, and he is currently unemployed. Eva 72 years old suffers from neurological disorders, high blood pressure and cholesterol, is currently unemployed. Randa 63 years old, is the breadwinner in the house. She was diagnosed with breast cancer, got mastectomy and needs to undergo 12 chemotherapy sessions. Randa works as an assistant nurse at Tal Chiha hospital with a salary of 920,000 Lebanese Pounds per month. The electricity bills cost about 1,000,000 Lebanese Pounds and the medicine bills cost about 1,000,000 Lebanese Pounds. The family suffers from debts because of the expensive cost of Randa’s cancer treatments which is about 12,000,000 even with the ministry of health insurance.  The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash and cancer treatment cash assistance. 100

419 Zahle 20CLM31698 Saidy Nicolas Al-Attar71773765 17Saidy, a 74-year-old widow, suffers from osteoporosis and has 4 children. She broke her left thigh 6 months ago and moves using a walker which limits her mobility and access to work and daily practices. Three of her children live abroad and the remaining son Philip is married and lives here. Philip is the only child who looks after his mother. Saidy lives in a rented house and pays 300,000 Lebanese Pounds per month as a rent. The electricity bills cost about 400,00 Lebanese Pounds and her medicine bills cost about 100,000 Lebanese Pounds. Everyday, she receives food batches from Yohanna Rahim. The hard economic situation of the country puts this woman in great need, our support will be needed to overcome the difficulties of life.  75

420 Zahle 21CLM34874 Fadi Gergy Moussa08806877 16Fady, a single person aged 48; he works as a day laborer in Mimosa. He receives a monthly salary of 675,000 Lebanese Pounds. He is in good health; he lives with his parents who are sick. His father Georgy, 77 years old crippled. He stays in bed all the time due to his old age and he does not care. His mother Ibtisam, 71 years old, heart patient, diabetic and high blood pressure undergoes a medical treatment, which costs around 300,000 Lebanese Pounds per month. In addition, she cannot move around without diapers. Fady the only vital resource, forced to pay a rent of 400,000 Lebanese Pounds per month, electricity bills that cost 1,200,000 Lebanese Pounds per month as well as diapers that cost 300,000 Lebanese Pounds per month. It is difficult to meet the necessary basic needs; the rented house consists of three poorly equipped rooms is unsanitary. Fady, who has three other married and needy brothers with dependent children, all of them in school, manage to help their parents with the minimum possible to overco50

421 Zahle 19CLMC018946 Souad Youssef Zakharia08811764 20Souad a widowed, aged 64 years old, facing lungs cancer 5 years ,since then she is obliged to be continuously submitting to chemotherapy and she is on oxygen all the time, she is encountering very hard moments. She has 4 children's, all married and with dependent families, she doesn't have any income except for the small support received from her child. She lives alone in a rent house , very small the rent that is 175000 Lebanese pounds per month. The tragedian situation of Souad really need of assistances such as : emergency cash assistance, medication...100

422 Zawyeh 19CLMC023364 Nahid Elias Hrayki70302144 22Nahid lives in kfarhabou minniyeh-donniyeh in northern lebanon, he is a daily worker at the generator company (Saker) in jbeil who receive a pension of nine hundred thousand, but due to the economic crisis, he received half of his pension in an intermittent manner.  Nahid suffers from a heart problem and needs medication on an ongoing basis, his wife Mayada is content with her household chore who suffers from diabetes and varicose veins. He has 2 little daughters (Gayele and Joelle) who are 5 years old real twins. 100

423 Zawyeh 20CLM23477 Antoinette Sarkis Finianos78826965 19The family lives in the north of Lebanon in its modest house made up of four rooms, it is made up of the mother who is a 68-year-old widow woman who is ill: she suffers from a physical handicap (amputation of the left leg) and diabetes. She has two sons: the eldest, who has been divorced from his wife for eight months, is a Lebanese army, and the second, who is single and unemployed after a long search for work. The family leads a mediocre and disadvantaged economic situation because most of its members are unemployed, even without material support, it needs help through this project to meet certain needs of daily life and live in dignity.75

424 Zawyeh 21CLM54840 Jamilee Najib Naffah70437615 18Jamilee lives in Ardeh Zgharta, northern Lebanon, in a rented house. She is divorced from her husband Barnard and is without work. Also, her husband does not provide for the needs of his children. Jamilee has three children who are still in school. The family lives in a bad economic situation, as all its members are without work.75

425 Zawyeh 21CLM68299 Sesilia Khalil Kardahy71984394 23Cecilia lives in Kfar Habo, Mineh al-Danniyeh district, in a rented house She is a simple worker who receives a very small salary that is not enough to provide for her family's needs. Her husband, Naji, is unemployed and suffers from a foot disability from an accident Cecilia has three children: Danny suffers from hemiplegia in the hands and feet ,Georges and Marie Jose while they are in a public school.100

426 Zawyeh 21CLM48700 Youssef Saadallah El Baysari70002619 21The El Baysari family lives in Haouara in northern Lebanon, it is made up of Father Youssef who has been unemployed for a long time, he suffers from a handicap in his feet, diabetes and hypertension. His wife, Laudy is a housewife. Youssef has six children: We start with Saadallah, who is a married soldier and has his own family, We add Jano, who is also married and has his family, Antonella is single and suffers from a mental handicap, We add Bert and Anthony , who are students. and finally Jhonny who is nine years old who is ill, he suffers from an allergy to wheat, and needs special food for life, this process is very expensive,  The family is living in a difficult economic situation because all the family members are unemployed and no material support for this, he asks for help from Caritas.100

427 Zawyeh 20CLM19429 Charbel Boutrous Saker03132615 19The family lives in the north of Lebanon in its five-room tenant house, it is made up of the father who is unemployed due to the country's economic crisis, he suffers from a heart problem and diabetes and needs continuous medication. which are expensive.  His wife is content with her household chores. He has one son who is a student. The family is poor and vulnerable without any material support, it relies on the help provided by the benefactors which is very minimal for this help through this project can help them to secure certain needs and live in dignity.75

428 Zawyeh 21CLM36420 Layla Hanna El Chidiac71701061 23Laila lives in Rashain Zgharta, North Lebanon. She suffers from a visual impairment and has undergone a glass eye operation. She suffers from breast cancer and colon cancer, and she is undergoing very expensive treatment. Her brother, George, is the sole breadwinner for her, and he works in the municipality with a very small salary, and he suffers from diabetes and prostate. Finally, her sister, Dalal, is an elderly woman who also suffers from diabetes and hypertension. The family suffers from an economic situation and needs help through this project.100

429 Zawyeh 22CLM04635 Yolla Hamid Youssef Antoun70446011 21Yola lives in Kfarzeina, Zgharta, northern Lebanon. She is a housewife who suffers from hypertension and diabetes and needs permanent medication. Yola is divorced from her husband Anwar, who does not provide any support for the family. Yolla has a girl and a boy: Mary Jo and Edmond while they are in school. The family lives in a bad economic situation, as all family members are without work and there is no financial support, so helping them through this project is necessary.100

430 Zawyeh 22CLM04158 Hanna Boutrous El Chaar70384818 23Hanna lives in Karem Saddeh Zgharta  in northern Lebanon. He is eighty-seven years old and suffers from diabetes and hypertension and needs permanent medication. His wife, Antoinette, is also elderly and suffers from diabetes, hypertension and bone problems and also needs permanent medication. His daughter, Marie, is the only breadwinner for them. She is a cleaner in the clinic, and she receives a very simple salary of two hundred thousand Lebanese pounds per month, which is not enough to provide for the needs of her elderly family. Marie  also suffers from hypertension and is taking permanent medication. The family suffers from a bad economic situation and does not have any support or financial source, so it is necessary to help them through this project.100

431 Zawyeh 22CLM02473 Miled Georges Abou Rahal70517800 18Miled lives in Kfarzeina, Zgharta, North Lebanon He is forty-eight years old, He is a retired military man.,He receives a very simple salary estimated at one million three hundred thousand Lebanese pounds. This simple pension is not sufficient to meet the family's needs, especially in these difficult living conditions. His wife, Mirna, is a housewife who suffers from a lack of vitamins and iron and takes regular medication. Miled has two sons, Francis and Mathieu, who are in public school because the father is unable to put them in private school and pay the fees. The family suffers from a bad economic situation, so helping them through this project is important and necessary.75

432 Zawyeh 20CLM05086 Hiam Elias Saba71986470 19Hiam lives in Kahef El Malloul  Minniyeh El Donniyeh north of Lebanon, Her husband Youssef died years ago, She is fifty-six years old and she is a housewife.  She suffers from asthma, pressure, middle ear and eye problems. She needs medicines every   month. Hiam has six daughters and a boy: We start with the first girl, Lina, who is thirty-nine years old she is married and has her family, as well as Jamilee   is also married and at the age of thirty-eight years old, We add Charbel, who is thirty-seven years old he suffers from vision and bone problems and Adele who is thirty two years old she is a contract teacher. We add Achtarouth, who is thirty-one years old , she is married , Mary, who is twenty-nine years old married and has her family, and finally Raquel who is twenty-eight years old she is unemployed, suffers from vision problems and head problems, and is in need of periodic checks. The family lives in a bad financial situation    The family needs help through this project in order to be able to secure75

433 Zgharta-Ehden 22CLM06802 Samir Y03623854 15 The family is composed of the father Samir who is 55 YO and has a lot of health problems; the mother Theres is aged 52 YO and has a lot of health problems, the couple has three children, two of them are married, and the youngest one Antonios 24YO doesn’t work and has health problems. The father is the main breadwinner and works as a daily worker with a monthly income of 1500000LBP. The mother does not work and focuses on the household.  The family lives in a rented house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash, and Food kits. 50

434 Zgharta-Ehden 21CLM09966 Ishak Sa71395110 14Ishak, 47 years old, is the head of family composed of three children (Saad, 11 YO, Sarkis 8YO and Rita 6 YO). He used to work as a daily worker, but the economic situation in Lebanon, his income is reduced and he barely can ensure the basic needs for his family especially for the kids (his income is 1000000LBP). The family lives in an owned house. The mother, Nisrine (31 YO) is a housewife, she takes good care of her family and tries her best to raise her children regardless the hard situation. The family has lots of expenses. The family lives in an owned house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits50

435 Zgharta-Ehden 21CLM73753 Kahlil Sa70141233 14Khalil (59 YO) is the head of a family composed of 3 young children (Helene: 23 YO, Rachelle: 20 YO and Youssef: 15YO). He’s a teacher but due to the current situation in Lebanon and the economic crisis his income was reduced and he barely can ensure the basic needs of his family, especially the kids. The wife Najwa (46 YO) doesn’t work outside her house, and takes good care of her children and her house. The couple try their best to raise their children regardless the hard situation they are passing through. The family has lots of expenses. Rachelle and Helene are registered in the Lebanese university and Antoine goes to a private school; the family pays around 7.000.000L.L as schooling fees. The family have social security coverage. The couple has a lot of difficulties in ensuring all the basic needs for the kids especially the food, they were obliged to reduce the food consumptions in order to survive. The family needs our support in order to ensure as much as possible the kids needs.50

436 Zgharta-Ehden 19CLM28508 Emelie Ja71457476 16Emelie (83 YO) is an elderly woman who lives alone in the family home, she is very sick, takes many expensive medicines and is without a breadwinner - some benefactors provide her with assistance, but this is not enough to support her since it's not regular but this is not enough to support her since it's not regular due to the current situation, and the repetitive lock down. The family is in dire need of assistance such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits, Adult Hygiene kits.50



437 Zgharta-Ehden 22CLM07956 Iskandar H03536759 14 The family is composed of the father Iskandar is 54 YO is sick; the mother Genevieve is aged 40 YO and healthy, the children Dania 12 YO is healthy and Tony 10 YO is autistic and goes to a specialized school but Dania goes to a private school. The father is the main breadwinner and works as a wall painter with a monthly income of 1000000LBP. The mother does not work and focuses on the household and raising the children. The family lives in an owned house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash, and Food kits. 50

438 Zgharta-Ehden 19CLMC022065 Raymond Aziz Akleh70367119 14 The family is composed of Raymond who is 51 YO  and sick and takes a lot of medicines; his wife Aline is 40 YO  and healthy, the couple doesn’t have children. The father is the main breadwinner but he doesn’t work. The wife does not work.  Raymond’s mother, Mrs. Laurice, also lives with the family, she is 82 years old and had a stroke few months ago and Mrs. Laurice requires a lot of attention, diapers and medication due to her health condition which adds to the family’s financial challenges. The family lives in an owned house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Adult Hygiene kits, Protection Cash assistance, multipurpose cash, and Food kits. 50

439 Zgharta-Ehden 20CLM17586 Andrea A71221493 16The family is composed of the father Antonios who is 28 YO is healthy; the mother Andrea is aged 23 YO and healthy, the couple has 3 children Dora 4 YO Joseph 3 YO, and Dia 6 months, all of them are healthy and stay home with their mother who takes good care of them. The father is the main breadwinner and works as a daily worker with a monthly income of 1000000LBP. The mother does not work and focuses on the household and raising the children. The family lives in an owned house. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash, kids needs and Food kits. 50

440 Zgharta-Ehden 19CLMC022513 Antonios Ja03635072 14 The family is composed of the father Antonios 56 YO and has serious health problems, the mother Carmen 54 YO and is healthy;  the children Charbel (29 YO is healthy) Christelle and Christina are twins and aged 24 YO.  The mother is the main breadwinner and works as a teacher with a monthly income of 3.200.000LL.Due to the medical expenses and other expenses the income is not sufficient. The father suffers from physical handicap due to work accident which limits his mobility and access to work. The children finished the university and they are looking for jobs. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 50

441 Zgharta-Ehden 20CLM17760 Josephine Youssef Ghaleb79117559 17 The family is composed of the mother Josephine 56 YO and she’s divorced and she doesn’t know anything about her husband.  The children Tarek 36YO is bipolar, Jad is 32 YO and have a lot of psychological problems and the youngest one Serge 30 YO is healthy. None of the children work. The mother is the main breadwinner and works as a chef in a restaurant with a monthly income of 1500000L.L. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, Multipurpose cash, Food kits. 75

442 Zgharta-Ehden 19CLMC024082 Fadi Najah Chahda79319763 14 The family is composed of the father Fadi 45YO and healthy,  the mother Lama 35 YO and healthy; the children Jad 16 YO, Georges 14 YO, Joseph 11 YO, Charbel 8 YO and Michel 6 YO all of the children are schooled and healthy. The father is the main breadwinner and works as a fisherman with a monthly income of 1.500.000L.L. this income is very low and he struggle to ensure the basic needs of his 5 children. The mother works as a nurse of an old lady and she does her best to raise her children, her income is 1.500.000LL. Jad and Georges quite school because they have very low results, Joseph, Charbel and Michel attend public school. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, Protection Cash assistance, multipurpose cash, and Food kits. 50

443 Zgharta-Ehden 19CLMC014246 Raymond Faraj Bitar76591701 14The family is composed of the father Raymond who is 59 YO and healthy; the mother Valia is 51 YO and healthy, the children Eliana is 28 YO, Eddy is 26 YO, Charles is 23 YO and Elie is 17 YO. All of them are healthy except for Elie who has mental handicap and cancer . The father is the main breadwinner and works as a mechanic, but due to the economic situation his income is very low 1.200.000L.L. The mother does not work and focuses on the household and raising the children. Two of the children (Eliane, nurse and Eddy is a soldier) work and help the family. The family is in dire need of assistances such as: Emergency cash assistance, multipurpose cash, and Food kits. 50


